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rossignol.com
Photo Location: Candide Invitational-La Clusaz, FRA

Sage Cattabriga & Candide Thovex
Be sure to watch
for Rossignol’s new

clothing collection!
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OAKLEY Inc.
Project: 07-GOG-03 Spread

JOB FOR: Freeskier
DATE 07.24.07

Designer: Marcel Seva

1) BLEED: 17.25”x11.0625”
TRIM: 17”x10.8125”
LIVE: .25” from Trim
D/L Hires to CD

<<SAMMY CARLSON | CROWBAR® SNOW GOGGLE OAKLEY TEXT/BLUE IRIDIUM®

800.557.1352 OAKLEY.COM/SAMMYREADY ©2007 Oakley, Inc. 
®

PERFORMANCE WITH AN

IMPACT
When the world gets in his face, Sammy doesn’t blink. That’s because he has

unbreakable faith in his Crowbar’s
® impact protection. It comes from their ultra-

flexible O Matter® frames and Plutonite
® lenses that offer superior impact resistance.

And their High Definition Optics® let him see whatever is coming his way so he can

always ride against the herd. Sammy Carlson, ready for whatever. 

THE CROWBAR® SNOW GOGGLE

Cyan Magenta Yellow Black
Client - OAKLEY   Job # - 06101   Ver. - AD01
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Welcome 
to the 2008 

Buyer’s Guide
Nick Reader adds this dream kit to his Christmas list.     Photo: Jay Michelfelder



10.5625 in

9 in

8.75 in 9 in

8.75 in

FS_anon_Sept_BG_9x10.8125.pdf
Trim: 9 x 10.8125in
Safety: 8.75 x 10.5625in
Bleed: 9.25 x 11.0625in

PUB: Freeskier
Issue: Sept
Art Director: Denis Kegler
Designer: Justin Hawkins

10.5625 in

10.8125 in

PEETKEGLER 
ART DIRECTION & DESIGN
17 SE 3rd AVE., SUITE 410
PORTLAND, OR 97214
OFFICE: 503_232_7232
MOBILE: 503.939.1100
WEB: PEETKEGLER.COM

10.8125 in

amos buffet print
Frame: black gloss, Lens: gray
Fit: Medium, Coverage: Large, Polarized Lens Available
$135

luce modpods print
Frame: white gloss, Lens: gray
Fit: Medium, Coverage: Large
$135

rico doodles print
Frame: black gloss, Lens: gray
Fit: Medium, Coverage: Medium, Polarized Lens Available
$135

realm buffet print
Key Features: Spherical Lens Technology - Interchangeable Air 
Mesh™ Ventilation System - Custom Straps
$120

realm modpods print
Key Features: Spherical Lens Technology - Interchangeable Air 
Mesh™ Ventilation System - Custom Straps
$120

fi gment doodles print
Key Features: Channeled Top Venting - Auto-Adjust Strap
Attachment - Hydro Graphics
$95
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www.underarmour.com / Mountain

Under Armour®, the original performance  
apparel, is made for every climate and condition. On 
the mountain, UA ColdGear® delivers performance 
from the inside out: multiple base layer options wick 
sweat and keep you warm and light. Secondary 
thermal layers help regulate your core temperature. 
And new UA Performance Outerwear blocks the  
bitter cold and shields you from wind and water. UA 
Mountain – Total performance from the inside out.



The team’s favorite.

Incredibly lightweight without sacrificing 

an ounce of protection

www.redprotection.com
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Beep beep! Ah, the glorious sound of the FedEx truck arriving at 9:03 a.m. on a Monday 
morning last fall. A pile of boxes is carried into the front door of 5603 Arapahoe Avenue, 
and the daily process of opening parcels, removing their contents and drooling over the 
newest product commences. It will continue right up until this issue goes to print.

Welcome to our life for the past season, as hordes of products arrived, were used, abused, 
photographed, researched, researched again and reviewed. We narrowed it down to the 
353 products that are displayed on the pages of this magazine. For the past two months, we 
haven’t talked about anything but gear. Gear, gear, gear. It has consumed our lives, from 
the office to our dreams. What are the dimensions of the Rossignol Steeze? Bam, the answer 
comes to our minds faster than I can spell the word “banana.”

The summer has come and gone. Before you know it, the snow will start falling outside 
your bedroom window. You will rush to the car and head to the hills. But what will you be 
wearing? What skis will you be on? Which of the many new boots will be on your feet?

We hope you will find all your answers right here, in our annual Buyer’s Guide. Meanwhile, 
another FedEx truck has just arrived, with the first shipment of next year’s gear.

See you on the hill,

Matt Harvey
Editor
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Chris BenChetler
 Loc: Mammoth Mountain, CA     photo: Christian pondella 

 K2 Fujative skis

 tecnica Agent 100 Boots

 rossignol FKs 155 Bindings

 Dragon DX Goggles

 sessions swagger 2-in-1 Wide stripe Jacket

 sessions Valence Houndstooth pants 

 Dakine Mustang trigger Mitt Gloves

 Joystick Carbon poles

 CtI-2 Knee brace Accessory

setUPs 
OF the stArs

WHAt tHe pros WeAr to Get tHe JoB Done
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tAnner hAll
Loc: Whistler, BC     photo: Blake Jorgenson/Believe

 Armada Jp vs. Julien skis

 Dalbello Krypton pro Boots

 rossignol FKs 185 Bindings

 oakley Crowbar Goggles 

 oakley Head to Head Jacket

 oakley Vaporize pants

 Grenade Misfitten Gloves

 Armada t-Hall signature poles
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043sAge CAttABrigA AlOsA
Loc: tordrillo, AK     photo: Flip McCririck/tGr

 rossignol scratch steeze skis

 rossignol Bandit B-squad Boots

 rossignol Axial Free 200 XXL Bindings

 smith phenom Goggles

 the north Face unity suit

 smith Variant Brim Helmet
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DAsh lOnge
 Loc: Alta, ut     photo: scott Markewitz

 Volkl Gotama skis

 tecnica Agent 120 Boots 

 Marker Jester Bindings 

 smith phenom Goggles

 under Armour Carve Jacket

 under Armour Carve Bib pants

 poW sonic Gloves

 scott riot poles
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COLORSIMAGESCLIENT:  
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INSERTION #2:
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Jeremy Summer
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Ian McIntosh: Haines, Alaska. 
Photo: Adam Clark.
© 2007 The North Face, Inc. All rights reserved.

 12367 Cutwater Oris
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simOn DUmOnt
Loc: Whistler, BC     photo: scott Markewitz/Msp

 salomon the Dumont skis

 salomon spK pro Model Boots

 salomon stH 16 Bindings

 oakley Crowbar Goggles

 oakley Wing Man Jacket

 oakley Hardcore pants

 salomon patrol poles
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JOn OlssOn
Loc: Åre, sweden     photo: Chris o’Connell

 Head J.o. pro skis

 Head Mojo Boots 

 Head Mojo 20X Bindings

 oakley Crowbar Goggles

 swix Mach Ct1 Composite poles
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© 2007  W. L. Gore & Associaes, Inc. GORE-TEX®, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY®,  
GORE® and designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates.

[ d a t e ]

[ c l i e n t ]

[ job no ]

[ t i t l e ]

[ p u b ]

[ i s s u e ]

[ media ]

[ b l e e d ]

[ t r i m ]

l o c a t i o n e i g h t

7.25.07

WL Gore

G2129

Polar Bear

Freeskier

September

4/C

.125

8.5 x 10.8125

THE GORE-TEX®  SOLUTION:
GORE-TEX® GLOVES WITH  
GORE 2 IN 1 TECHNOLOGY 
COMBINING COLD  
PROTECTION AND GRIP.

P
R

O
D

U
C

TSTHE POLAR BEAR SOLUTION:
PAWS PERFECTLY PROTECTED  
FROM THE FREEZING COLD,  
YET STILL SENSITIVE ENOUGH  
TO DETECT PREY THROUGH  
THICK ICE.

EXPERIENCE MORE ...

Polar bears are perfectly  
adapted to life in the Arctic 
cold. One of their secrets is an 
insulating layer of fat beneath 
their skin—up to 4 inches 
thick—which proves extremely  
effective at keeping out the 
cold. All the more surprising 
then, that their paws have 
remained highly sensitive:  
Polar bears can detect seals 
even through thick ice.

Humans get cold feet just 
thinking about life in the Arctic 
tundra. But at least we have 
ways to keep our hands warm, 
and sensitive to the touch.  
This is thanks to GORE-TEX® 
Gloves, featuring the GORE  
2 in 1 Technology to provide the 
optimal blend of cold protection 
and tactility which usually don’t 
go together. The new glove 
concept offers two different 
chambers to slip your hand into. 
One has thick insulation to 
keep the hand warm. The other 
has very little insulation to allow 
you to feel exactly what you’re 
doing. Like opening up a zip,  
or catching a seal or two.

To find out more about the  
GORE-TEX® Products solutions,  
visit gore-tex.com

G2129_Freeskier_Sept_Bear_1p.ind1   1 7/25/07   11:35:53 AM
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  Loc: Bralorne, BC     photo: Blake Jorgenson/Msp

 Volkl Katana skis

 tecnica Agent 120 Boots

 Marker Duke Bindings

 scott Motive Goggles 

 the north Face tempest Down Jacket

 the north Face Citation soft shell pants

 scott riot poles
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[  d a t e ]

[  c l i e n t ]

[  t i t l e ]

[  job  no ]

[  p u b ]

[  i s s u e ]

[  m e d i a ]

[  b l e e d ]

[  t r i m ]

l o c a t i o n  e i g h t 8
7.25.07

W.L. Gore

Gordini

G2129

Freeskier

Sept

1/3 – 4C

1/8

2.833 x 10.8125

Gloves made with GORE-TEX®

fabric are the most tested in the world. 

But the most crucial test is how 

you feel at the end of the day.

This and every other glove design 

that uses GORE-TEX® fabric must 

endure hours of testing and be 

pelted with gallons of water. 

There can be no leaks, no drips 

and no excuses. Only then can it 

carry the GUARANTEED TO 

KEEP YOU DRY® promise.

Shop for great gear at gore-tex.com

Gordini Fuse GORE-TEX® Gloves 
with Gore 2 in 1 Technology

GREAT GEAR.
GREAT DAYS.

EXPERIENCE MORE...

©2006 W. L. Gore & Associates Inc. GORE-TEX®, 
GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY®, GORE® and designs are 

trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates, 1-800-GORE-TEX

G2129_FS_Sep_3rd_Gordini.qxp  7/25/07  11:28 AM  Page 1

steele sPenCe
Loc: Copper Mountain, Co     photo: erik seo/Level 1

 4Frnt stL 183 skis

 tecnica Agent 100 Boots

 4Frnt Deadbolt Bindings

 smith phenom Goggles

 outerwear by steele Jacket

 outerwear by steele pants 

 Hestra Vertical Cut Freeride Gloves

 4Frnt signature poles
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l o c a t i o n  e i g h t 8
7.25.07

W.L. Gore

Kombi

G2129

Freeskier

Sept

1/3 – 4C

1/8

2.833 x 10.8125

Gloves made with GORE-TEX®

fabric are the most tested in the world. 

But the most crucial test is how 

you feel at the end of the day.

This and every other glove design 

that uses GORE-TEX® fabric must 

endure hours of testing and be 

pelted with gallons of water. 

There can be no leaks, no drips 

and no excuses. Only then can it 

carry the GUARANTEED TO 

KEEP YOU DRY® promise.

Shop for great gear at gore-tex.com

Kombi Freeform GORE-TEX® Gloves 
with Gore 2 in 1 Technology

GREAT GEAR.
GREAT DAYS.

EXPERIENCE MORE...

©2006 W. L. Gore & Associates Inc. GORE-TEX®, 
GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY®, GORE® and designs are 

trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates, 1-800-GORE-TEX

G2129_FS_Sep_3rd_Kombi.qxp  7/25/07  12:25 PM  Page 1
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Loc: park City, ut    photo: Jay Michelfelder/pBp

 salomon spK skis

 salomon spK Kaos Boots

 salomon s916 Bindings

 scott Motive Goggles

 DnA Moe Jacket

 DnA Kake pants 

 Dakine Bronco Gloves

 scott riot poles
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[  c l i e n t ]

[  t i t l e ]

[  job  no ]

[  p u b ]

[  i s s u e ]

[  m e d i a ]

[  b l e e d ]

[  t r i m ]

l o c a t i o n  e i g h t 8
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W.L. Gore

Marmot

G2129

Freeskier

Sept

1/3 – 4C

1/8

2.833 x 10.8125

Gloves made with GORE-TEX®

fabric are the most tested in the world. 

But the most crucial test is how 

you feel at the end of the day.

This and every other glove design 

that uses GORE-TEX® fabric must 

endure hours of testing and be 

pelted with gallons of water. 

There can be no leaks, no drips 

and no excuses. Only then can it 

carry the GUARANTEED TO 

KEEP YOU DRY® promise.

Shop for great gear at gore-tex.com

Marmot Twofer GORE-TEX® Gloves 
with Gore 2 in 1 Technology

GREAT GEAR.
GREAT DAYS.

EXPERIENCE MORE...

©2006 W. L. Gore & Associates Inc. GORE-TEX®, 
GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY®, GORE® and designs are 

trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates, 1-800-GORE-TEX

G2129_FS_Sep_3rd_Marmot.qxp  7/25/07  12:25 PM  Page 1
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 Loc: Girdwood, AK     photo: stan evans/Idea

 Line ep pro skis

 nordica supercharger Ignition Boots

 salomon stH 16 Bindings

 Anon Figment Goggles

 Helly Hansen survival Jacket

 Helly Hansen survival pant

 Dakine Cobra Mitt Gloves

 Dakine Heli-pro pack





CSCUSA : Freeskier BG (8.5” x 10.8125”)

A H I G H E R S T A T E O F A D R E N A L I N E . C O M

300 INCHES OF SNOW

300 DAYS OF SUNSHINE

26 WORLD-CLASS SKI RESORTS

ENTER A HIGHER STATE®

MORE RESORTS, MORE SNOWFALL AND MORE SUN. WHEN YOU’RE TALKING SNOWSPORTS THERE’S SIMPLY NO BETTER PLACE TO BE. 

FOR SERIOUSLY SPECTACULAR WINTER FUN, BOOK YOUR WINTER GETAWAY TO COLORADO TODAY AND ENTER A HIGHER STATE .®
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Enter for a chance to win a Grand Prize 

package including round trip air travel for 

two within the continental United States 

to Denver International Airport, subject to 

restrictions and blackout dates, use of a 

mid-size  Hertz rental car in Colorado for 

two weeks, two CSCUSA VIP ski passes 

valid for one day of skiing at each of the 

25 Colorado Ski Country USA resorts 

during the 2008-2009 ski season, two 

Columbia ski jackets and two pairs of 

Salomon skis.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 
Sweepstakes (including prize) subject in all respects to the complete official 
rules available at ahigherstateofadrenaline.com or by sending a self-
addressed stamped envelope to “2007 Enter a Higher State® Sweepstakes–Rules 
Request” c/o Colorado Ski Country USA, 1507 Blake Street, Denver, CO 80202. 
Sweepstakes is only open to entrants who, as of the date of entry, are legal 
residents of the 50 United States or District of Columbia who are at least 18 years 
old. LIMIT: One entry per person or address in this Sweepstakes. Sweepstakes 
begins at 12:01 A.M. Mountain Time on August 1, 2007 and ends at 11:59 P.M. 
Mountain Time on April 16, 2008. Sweepstakes is void outside the 50 United 
States and the District of Columbia, and where prohibited or restricted by law. 
Sponsor: Colorado Ski Country USA, 1507 Blake Street, Denver, CO 80202.

CSCUSA : FS : BG 3rd pg Vt. (2.833” x 10.8125”)

ENTER 
A HIGHER 
STATE®

Sweepstakes*

Log onto: 
ahigherstateofadrenaline.com 
for more details and official rules.

A HIGHER STATE 
      OF WINNING

*No Purchase Necessary. 
 Must be 18 to enter or win.
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We didn’t go to law school. Probably because we didn’t want to be lawyers. We wanted to be designers. Really good ones. 

In fact, we’ve been spending so much time designing every little detail of our snow helmets and goggles that we haven’t even 

had time to watch those popular nighttime TV court dramas. Not that they would’ve helped. The point is, Super Fit™ engineering 

makes Giro® helmets and goggles fi t, well, perfectly. But the trouble is, lawyers tend to err on what you might call “the 

conservative side.” And right now, they have their briefs in a bunch over letting us say the “p” word. Now, we understand 

that we live in a litigious society where lawyers look out for things like this. It’s their job, and it’s part of the way things work. 

We get it. But the thing is, we have so much evidence on our side to prove that “perfectly” would be an appropriate descriptor 

here, that not even those dream lawyers who keep celebrities from doing hard time could mount a reasonable argument 

against us. Our fi rst point of fact: We have 20 years of fi rsthand anatomical research on our side. And not some lame 2-D stuff . 

(Which is what a few of the more established brands use.) We studied the diameter of the skull, the shape of the nose, 

the prominence of the cheekbones in relation to the nose, the radius of the face, the distance between the bridge of the 

nose to the forehead. All in full 3-D. We digitally mapped variations in head and facial profi les, sent riders on hundreds of test 

rides, looked at a thousand data points. Then we started designing. And when we thought we had something pretty 

killer, we did more research. We studied face-foam thicknesses, tapers and cuts. Analyzed how interior padding 

placement and fi t-system adjustments could further optimize comfort and performance with a variety of goggles. Then we 

tweaked, adjusted and started the testing all over again. Our second point: We designed the helmets, and we designed 

the goggle to fi t with them. In other words, Giro goggles, like the Root™,  are made to fi t Giro helmets, like the G10™. It’s a 

premeditated design thing. A challenge put forth to our engineers from the get-go. Does it make things harder? Maybe. Is it 

worth it? We certainly think so. After all, the intent for doing all this, of course, was to make everything fi t and function togeth-

er perfectly (there’s that word again) and eliminate that stupid gap between helmet and goggle that so many riders just live 

with. And we’re proud to say that we did it. How do we know we eliminated that stupid gap? Because that’s our job. We don’t 

stop designing and testing until we are done. And now we’re done. Ipso facto, the gap is gone. And fi nally, just to make sure, we 

off er a range of goggles that cover four diff erent face sizes. And we make helmets in three sizes with adjustable fi t systems. And 

they’re all available in a boatload of colors. So go ahead, do the math and you’ll fi gure out that there’s a Giro helmet and a Giro 

goggle to fi t every head in the lift line. Every face, too. Even in one of those Saturday afternoon lift lines the day after an epic dump-

fest. In conclusion, we feel confi dent in our claim that Giro goggles fi t your face perfectly and integrate perfectly with Giro helmets.

But, like we said, we didn’t go to law school. So if you happen to see the word “bitchin” in an ad describing how well our helmets 

and goggles fit together, you’ll know that the guys who went to law school won out. Even though we still know they fit perfectly.

LAWYERS WON’T LET US SAY OUR HELMETS 
AND GOGGLES FIT  “PERFECTLY,”  CITING THAT 

ABSOLUTE PERFECTION IS NOT ACHIEVABLE AND 
IS  THEREFORE  INDEFENSIBLE IN A COURT OF LAW.

WE’RE HOPING THEY’LL LET US SAY THEY FIT “BITCHIN.”

 ©2007 Giro
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Words: Matt Harvey
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c. Adidas Burna
adidas.com      $100

d. Anon Figment
anonoptics.com      $95

e. Dragon Mace G 
dragonalliance.com      $95 

f. Giro score Jesse leDonx ltd ed.
giro.com      $65 

g. Bollé Quasar D8
bolle.com      $90

h. Gordini Virve
gordini.com      $115

i. Carrera XChange
carerrasport.com      $120

j. PoC Iris X
pocski.com      $120

k. oakley Crowbar
oakley.com      $135

GoGGles
a. smith Phenom 
smithoptics.com     $130
Smith has made a name for itself in skiing as a 
company with superior optics. The company is so 
focused on the optical quality of its products that 
it launched opticallydelicious.com, which allows 
visitors to simulate real-world situations with lens 
combinations. The Phenom is our favorite Smith 
offering due to its generally well-fitting frame. 
No matter the size of your face, the Phenom will 
probably work, and the herringbone style is no 
slouch, either.

b. scott sakura
scottusa.com     $125
The Sakura goggle from Scott employs soft colors, 
subtle highlights on the strap and frame, and the 
chrome amp lens to round out the package. The 
fusion of subtle artistic touches and Scott quality 
combine to make the Sakura one of our top picks 
of the season.

c.

a.

b.

d.

f.

h.

j.

e.

g.

i.

k.
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m.  Quiksilver Q2
quiksilver.com      $115 

n. oakley stockholm
oakley.com      $120 

o. spy Bias 
spyoptic.com      $115 

p. Roxy Broadway 
roxy.com      $65

q. Von Zipper Feenom
vonzipper.com      $125

l.

m.

o.

q.

n.

l. electric eG2
electricvisual.com     $150
Electric makes a statement with 
its new EG2 goggle. The first thing 
that stands out is its huge size, 
which puts it near the biggest 
of all goggles available on the 
market, and offers the wearer a 
great range of peripheral vision. 
But it’s not only its size that makes 
it worthy of a special callout. 
The EG2 also comes equipped 
with a 100% UV protecting, anti-
fogging and scratch resisting 
coating and an oversized 
spherical, mold-injected, dual-
poly-carbonate lens. Sounds 
impressive, but does it actually 
work? Team riders Dan Marion 
and Tanner Rainville put it to the 
test all season, and the answer is 
an easy, “Yes.”  



Simon Dumont’s  

Empire
Winter 2008
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b. Black Diamond legend
bdel.com     $100 

c. Columbia Titanium steep and Deep  
columbia.com     $55

d. Dakine Targa GT Mitt
dakine.com     $70

e. Disciple Mad Hatter
discipleglove.com     $50

   Gloves
a. Hestra Anthony Boronowski Pro
hestragloves.com     $120
Hestra has been making high-quality gloves since 
1936, and this year is no exception. Over the past 
couple of years, the company has collaborated with 
Anthony Boronowski and Seth Morrison to make gloves 
specifically for advanced, aggressive skiers. The 
Anthony Boronowski Pro, featured here, is one of our 
favorite gloves of the season because of its style, fit and 
trademark Hestra quality.

Words: Matt Harvey

a.
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g. Drop A.l.T.
dropmfg.com     $55

h. Gordini Tiger Tooth
gordini.com      $55

i. Mountain Hardwear onza Mitt
mountainhardwear.com     $60

j. oakley Checked over
oakley.com     $65

k. PoC Print
pocski.com     $100

l. PoW Re-stealth
powgloves.com     $65

f. level Utah Gore 2 in 1
levelgloves.com     $85
This year’s Level lineup merges innovative technical 
features with bang-on style. The Utah Gore 2 in 1 is 
a true dual-chamber glove, with two distinct places 
(chambers) to put your hand. Use one chamber for 
cold days or when standing around; use the other 
chamber for a solid, clean grip. There’s no need for 
two pairs of gloves when you have that kind of choice. 
Though the style is great and Level’s quality is top 
notch, it’s the fit of this glove that will really make you 
smile, and, what makes it our Editor’s Pick.

g.

f.

i.

k.

h.

j.

l.
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m. Kombi iRip 
kombisports.com     $150
With music becoming an increasingly 
popular part of skiing, more companies 
are including music-centric technologies 
in their products. From watches and 
sunglasses that play music, to backpacks 
and jackets that allow you to control 
it, the latest glove from Kombi, the iRip, 
employes a control of its own on the back 
of the glove. The size and response of 
the control is generous so you don’t even 
have to take your glove off to turn up your 
volume, switch tracks, or listen to “This is 
Why I’m Hot” on repeat. The system works 
wirelessly with your iPod, via a special 
iPod attachment, so you can even use it 
at home to control your iPod on the other 
side of the room when a day of shredding 
puts your legs out of commission.

n. Reusch The schill
reuschusa.com     $70

o. scott Velocity II
scottusa.com     $80

p. swany X-Quisite
swanyamerica.com     $54

q. switch Bullet
switchgloves.com     $75

r. Troyan T3 
troyan.de     $90

o. p.

m.

q. r.

n.
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Mike Riddle • Matt Hayward • JD Zicat • Vincent Dorion 
Chris Turpin • JA Maheu • Charles Bedard
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Words: Nicole Birkhold

b. Bollé Tease
 bolle.com     $60

c. Dragon GG
 dragonalliance.com     $95

d. oakley speechless
 oakley.com     $130

e. oakley eyepatch
 oakley.com     $75

b.

a.

c.

e.

d.

sunGlasses
a. electric lead
electricvisual.com     $160
Aviators are still in style, and may we suggest the Lead from 
Electric for you and your wingman. These tough looking 
frames come in gold, black and a shiny platinum to add to 
your bling. With an adjustable nose piece and polycarbonate 
lenses, the Lead goes beyond a fashion frame and enters the 
realm of function as well.
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FOR SPORT. FOR LIFE.

BAS-058 “Goggles”   Freeskier   Trim: 8.5x10.8125, Live: 8x10.3125, Bleed: 8.75x11.0625   cmyk,   JD  

Sean Field is wearing the Bollé Quasar. Built with our exclusive P80 Plus/

Carbo Glas® anti-fog/anti-scratch coating and Flow-Tech® venting to provide 

maximum protection against lens fogging. And Equalizer® vent technology for 

breathable, distortion-free vision at any altitude. bolle.com

©2007 B.O.P.  ®, ™ denote trademarks of B.O.P.
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i.

j.

g. Panoptx Taku
 panoptx.com     $140

h. smith Projekt
 smithoptics.com     $80

i. Von Zipper Absinthe
 vonzipper.com     $85

j. optic nerve Toby
nerveusa.com     $40
Optic Nerve teamed up with Susan G. Komen 
for the Cure, a breast cancer awareness 
foundation, to create the Toby frame. For 
every pair of the Toby purchased, $4 will be 
donated to the Susan G. Komen fund, and 
Optic Nerve has pledged a minimum of 
$25,000 to help support the efforts and fight 
this disease. 

f. spy stratos
spyoptics.com     $110
The 70s-style Spy Stratos are one of the 
most progessive glasses this season 
in terms of style. With the orange and 
brown combination, we feel like we 
should be dancing the disco on shag 
carpet with these babies on. You’ll be 
slaying the ladies like Austin Powers in 
no time.

g.

f.

h.
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Helmets 
Giro G10 Peter Olenick Pro
giro.com     $140 
Giro is heading in the art- and personality-
driven direction this year with a solid line of 
pro athlete-inspired designs. Gretchen Bleiler, 
Risto Mattila, Antti Autti, Andy Finch and Peter  
Olenick are all on the roster and each had 
the opportunity to design a helmet the way 
he or she wanted. Giro has been in the game 
long enough to have its G10 helmet so dialed 
in terms of technical protection and general 
style that we don’t even need to discuss it. The 
major change is the graphics, and for this year’s 
model, Peter Olenick decided that a blood-red 
city-scape on a generally white helmet would 
fit his style best. “I’ve never seen a white helmet 
I liked before so I went with that,” he explains. 
“Red is my favorite color and I thought they went 
together pretty well.” The pro model helmet  
concept will soon be used in Giro’s goggles, so 
look for a matching helmet and goggle combo 
from the company in the near future.

Bern Baker 
bernunlimited.com     $100

Words: Matt Harvey

Boeri Vortex 
boeri.com     $100

K2 moxie
k2skis.com     $150  

lDm Vandal 
w/ skullcandy Bluetooth Audio
leedomhelmets.com     $210  



Photo: Mike Libecki
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marker m2 Visor helmet
markerusa.com     $110

POC Receptor
pocski.com     $180 

R.e.D. hi-Fi
redprotection.com     $100

smith holt
smithoptics.com     $70

head Pro
head.com     $80
Head has made big steps this 
year in the helmet depart-
ment, specifically in terms of 
style.  This year’s Pro series 
exemplifies this trend. The 
helmet pictured here comes 
with a stencil so you can 
tag Head logos all over the 
place. Technically, the hel-
met comes with big, comfy 
ear protectors, a removable 
and washable liner, and vent 
plugs to keep your head dry 
when it starts raining.  
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backPacks
a. spyder Groove
spyder.com     $120
The entire front of this pack from Spyder is a speaker, 
and it’s not a quiet, little speaker. There’s an exciter in-
stalled in the pack that converts an electrical signal from 
the amp into the speaker panel, creating waves of acoustic 
sound. Three triple-A batteries and an iPod and you’re 
ready to be the DJ you once were only in your dreams. 

b. Dakine heli Pro – 20l
dakine.com     $80 
This do-it-all pack comes in two sizes: a 20-liter and a 16-liter version. We went with the 
bigger size to accommodate all our spare gloves, goggles and Red Bull. The diagonal 
ski carry lets you attach your skis securely to hike up the hill and the waterproof cam-
era pocket means you’ll be able to capture all the action without worrying about your  
camera getting wet even in the deepest of conditions. 

c. Black Diamond Convert 32l
 bdel.com     $110

d. Backcountry Access stash Rider
 bcaccess.com     $90

e. mountain hardwear huckster
 mountainhardwear.com     $100

f.  Oakley snow Pack
 oakley.com     $85

g. Ogio Immix
 ogio.com     $70

h. Osprey switch 26
 ospreypacks.com     $130

i.  skullcandy link Pack
 skullcandy.com     $200

j.  the North Face Patrol 35
 thenorthface.com      $140

k. Ogio Flack Jacket
ogio.com     $125 
Ogio brought a couple of these 
babies to our big-mountain ski 
test and the boys were stoked. 
The Flack Jacket is sleek and 
easy to use. With a diagonal 
ski carry and padded spine 
for added support, pockets 
for notes, pencils, radios and 
snacks, it let us run all over  
Solitude with everything we 
could possibly need.

Words: Nicole Birkhold
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Words: Nicole Birkhold

a. Backcountry Access 110D low-Fat skins
bcaccess.com     $140
The Low-Fat skins from BCA are designed specifically 
for fat skis that will be seeing just as much vertical 
going up as skiing down. The durable, hydrophobic 
synthetic material repels water and will last longer 
than other skins on the market. 

b. Backcountry Access traverse shovel
bcaccess.com     $45
At a mere 21 ounces, the Traverse shovel is the lightest 
available from BCA. Its ergonomic oval handle is 
super-strong and the T-grip end keeps it simple with a 
low-profile. The aluminum blade will stand up to frozen 
debris and the shaft easily connects and disconnects 
to the blade for quick setup and take down.

c. Ortovox s1 transceiver
ortovox.com     $500
The all-new S1 is raising the bar for digital transceivers. 
With a large, illuminated display that shows the position 
and distance of up to three buried people, the S1 makes 
locating buried friends more efficient. To further assist in 
location, new pinpoint circle-interpretation technology 
has been installed to help quickly direct you to the buried. 

 

d. marker Duke
marker.com     $500
All new from Marker this year, the Duke binding 
introduces the company to the big-mountain touring 
scene. Marker took its new freeride technology (found 
in the Jester) and added a touring feature. The lever 
to switch to touring mode is under the foot to prevent 
unwanted opening while skiing and when open, the 
binding moves the rider back 30 mm to a position more 
tuned for skinning.

backcountry Gear

e. Black Diamond Covert 32l with Avalung Pack
bdel.com     $200
The Covert with Avalung features just that, an Avalung in the left 
shoulder strap that, when used properly, can help you breath if 
buried in an avalanche. The Avalung takes in the air from the snow 
that surrounds you through a filter on the left shoulder strap. It then 
takes the CO2 emitted from your lungs and disperses it to a different 
area of the snowpack via a filter in the side of the pack. Using this 
device is a good safety option for anyone spending time in the 
backcountry.

f. Fritschi Diamir Freeride Plus
bdel.com     $425
To expertly transition from inside the ropes to out, check out the 
Fritschi Diamir Freeride Plus binding. With a titanial plate underfoot 
to increase torsional rigidity and a free-gliding bar that allows the 
ski to flex naturally, you won’t lose any performance by opting for an 
alpine touring binding instead of the traditional locked set-up.

g. Backcountry Access Carbon 260 Probe
bcaccess.com     $75
The 260 probe is incredibly lightweight despite its substantial girth and 
durability. Because of its size, the probe won’t fit inside the handle of a 
shovel like many on the market today. But, for the deepest and thickest 
snow, you’ll be in a better position to find a friend with this seven-section, 
eight-foot probe.

h. scarpa hurricane
scarpa.com     $700
This incredibly light, eight-pound, four-ounce boot will stand up to the 
toughest conditions you can throw at it. It comes with two soles, the 
standard Ride sole that works in both AT and alpine bindings and the 
rugged leather sole for durability. Its rigidity and stiffness is created 
by power ribs on the cuff yet it manages to remain comfortable with 
premium SCARPA Intuition liners.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.



Words: Nicole Birkhold
layerinG
a. Arc’teryx hercules hoody
Arcteryx.com     $325
This well-insulated jacket will keep you warm 
through just about anything with its furry 
lining and air-permeable shell that allows for 
maximum breathability during activity. Not 
only that, but who doesn’t love a good hoody?

k. eesa Crust
eesa.com     $60
eesa is a relatively new company 
on the ski scene. It started about a 
year ago with the mission of making 
layering pieces that didn’t look like 
a skin tight spandex suit. Eesa’s stuff  
looks hot on and off the hill, to which 
we say, Thank you!

b. Columbia Komotion 
 Fleece half Zip
 columbia.com     $50

c. DNA Fishtastic
 ridedna.com     $58

d. helly hansen  
 stripe half Zip
 hellyhansen.com     $85

e. Kombi Windstopper 
 PDm Pullover lite
 kombisports.com     $90

f. Icebreaker scoop
 icebreaker.com     $65

g. mountain hardwear 
 lynx Jacket
 mountainhardwear.com     $170

h. Oakley 
 Intertwined sweater
 oakley.com     $85

i.  Quiksilver Basic trick
 quiksilver.com     $70

j. under Armour 
 Base 2.0
 underamour.com     $50

b.

a.

e.

h.k.

c.

f.

i.

d.

g.
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snowmobiles
yamaha FX Nytro mtX
yamaha-motor.com     $10,600 with 153 inch track
It wasn’t so long ago that snowmobile insiders were getting a chuckle at 
the expense of Yamaha.

The cause of such derision was Yamaha’s move to all four-stroke 
snowmobiles — fine for flatland riders in the Midwest, but far too 
heavy for western riding. The extra bulk outweighed the four stroke’s 
environmental improvements.

The laughter died down just a couple of years ago with the introduction 
of the Apex Mtn., a four-stroke that actually worked in the West.

For 2008, Yamaha introduces the FX Nytro MTX, and the laughter has 
been replaced with a respectful hum of excitement.

Clean and quiet, the Nytro MTX has a 1049cc four-stroke, three-
cylinder powerplant with 130 horsepower. One of the coolest features 
of the new Genesis 130FI engine is Yamaha’s Engine Braking Reduction 
System, which eliminates that “pitch you over the handlebars” feeling 
when you let off the throttle. Instead, the EBRS allows the sled to coast 
when you let off the power, which not only keeps you in the saddle, but 
makes it easier to work in the trees while boondocking.

And with its 153-inch Camoplast Maverick track, you can get into 
the backcountry without wasting valuable skiing time in transit. And  
the new ProMountain rear suspension means you won’t get beat up on 
the way. 

Nobody is laughing now.

Words: Lane Lindstrom
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Polaris 800 Dragon RmK
polarisindustries.com     $10,600 with 155 inch track
After a rough 2005 and 2006, Polaris seems poised to reclaim the 
right to its Western mountain sled moniker — Rocky Mountain King.

One of the reasons Polaris is downright giddy about 2008 is the 
release of the all new 800 Dragon RMK. Forgive the analogy, but the 
800 Dragon really is a fire-breathing mountain machine ready to 
claw up any mountain heavy laden with powder.

The 800 Dragon RMK may just be the best all around snowmachine 
for the mountains. It uses a svelte combination of power, ride, 
maneuverability, comfort and rider-friendly ergonomics to propel 
itself anywhere you want to ride in the West.

The power comes from the American made 154-horsepower 
engine — the most horsepower in the 800 class. The high-tech 
Walker Evans shocks and Polaris’ always stellar smooth ride, even in 
the deepest moguls, along with a new IQ chassis that works with the 
rider, not against him, are reasons enough for the 800 Dragon to be 
a favorite among deep powder riders.

When you throw in the weight factor — a relatively light 487 lbs. 
dry — you’ve got a machine that rocks in the mountains.

Arctic Cat m8
arcticcat.com     $9,900 with 153 inch track
If you paid attention to Arctic Cat’s mountain lineup in 2007, you 
might think you’re looking in a mirror for 2008 — not much has 
changed for the upcoming season.

Some think of that as a negative — banish the negativity, though, 
because the ’08 M sleds are coming back after a relatively problem-
free 2007 season. And there are enough new gadgets and goodies 
on the Ms to keep a sledder tuned in for another season.

The M8 is the heart of Cat’s mountain lineup — and for good 
reason. The M8 kicked butt on the Rocky Mountain Snowmobile 
Hillclimb Association (snowmobiling’s professional hillclimb racing 
circuit) last winter, earning more than its fair share of podium 
finishes on some of the toughest, roughest mountains in the West.

To up the ante for ’08, Cat has sliced nearly 10 additional pounds 
off the machine, which puts the sled back to where it was before 
reverse was added last season. Much of the weight shavings 
comes in the form of a new rear suspension (a welcome change), 
redesigned to improve the ride both on and off the trail.

The M8 offers up an electronically fuel-injected 794cc twin that 
pumps out 148 horsepower. Thanks to a narrow chassis, the M8 is 
nimble in the trees as it floats on either a Camoplast 153- or 162-inch 
track.

The M8 performs at its best off the trail in deep powder, carving 
up snow with ease and yearning for the steepest ridges to climb.

ski-Doo X 800R
ski-doo.com     $10,400 with 154 inch track
This Canadian company already has the best-selling snowmobiles 
in North America and wasn’t about to kick back waiting for the other 
snowmobile manufacturers to catch up. So what did Ski-Doo do? 
It went back to the drawing board to completely redesign its best 
selling sleds to make them even more appealing.

The result is an entirely new chassis, the Rev XP, and new motor, 
the 800R Power Tek, and a look that will turn heads all over the 
snowbelt. And if that wasn’t enough, Ski-Doo put its sleds on a diet, 
shedding pounds that continue to make the Summits the lightest on 
snow. The new Summit X 800R is an unbelievable 50 lbs. lighter than 
the 2007 Summit X. That alone is an amazing feat, but when you 
consider that the company somehow managed to make the sled 37 
percent stronger while reducing weight, you just scratch your head 
and say, “How?”

The “how” would take pages to explain but we know the hard work 
paid off. The Summit X 800R is a purpose-built, powder-munching 
machine that flies over the snow with its 439-pound frame. This No. 1 
selling snowmobile in the West pumps out 151 horsepower and is one 
of the best boondocking and tree-riding sleds ever built. And with a 
choice of three different track lengths — 146, 154 or 163 — you can 
climb as high as you’ve got the guts to.

Lane Lindstrom is the editor of SnoWest, a magazine 
dedicated to mountain sledding in the West.
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 a. oakley
oakley.com
J: Inclination   $280    
P: Crash   $180
Oakley went all out this season when pairing colors, patterns and textures in 
its fabrics. The signature print for the company this year is plaid. Oakley has 
multiple color combinations of the same print used across both its men’s and 
women’s lines. The Crash pant is paired with the Inclination jacket, which is a 
bit toned down in pattern but certainly not in function or style. The jacket has 
concealed pit zips for venting and uses a breathable, waterproof material to 
allow moisture to escape but not re-enter. Not only does this kit score high marks 
in function, but both the jacket and pant have the stylishly large cut that has 
come to be expected from an industry leader. 

b. aeGix
aegixgear.com
J: a1   $380
P: a1   $260

c. avalaan
avalaan.com
the moonwalker    $730

d. Columbia
columbia.com
J: Golf Pro Plaid stretch shell   $200
P: Golf Pro Plaid stretch   $150

e. Cross
cross-sportswear.com
J: Conquer Cord   $390
P: renegade Check  $300

f. Dna
ridedna.com
J: uncle arthur   $360
P: Kake   $195

Men’s 
OUTeRWeAR

Words: Nicole Birkhold

b.

g. Holden 
holdenouterwear.com
J: Highland – eCo   $370    
P: mathes    $370
Holden has made a conscious effort to develop a fabric that is 
environmentally friendly yet able to protect the wearer from the 
elements. The result: ECO, a hemp fabric that is both waterproof and 
breathable. The material is comprised of 55 percent hemp and 45 
percent PET (polyester derived from recycled plastic bottles). The 
waterproofing treatment is a solvent-free laminate that reduces 
environmental impact. The look of the fabric is earthy, and it feels 
supple and soft; similar to a linen texture. We applaud Holden for its 
efforts and are equally stoked on the look and feel of the pieces.

h. Helly Hansen
hellyhansen.com
J: terminal   $300   
P: military   $225 
The technical aspect of this outfit is undeniable. With a unique 
jacket-to-pant interface that employs a waist gater in the pant that 
zips into the jacket, there is no way snow can bother you. Both pieces 
have fully taped seams and venting for just the right combination 
of breathability and water protection. The Terminal jacket also has 
two inside pockets: one for music and the other for goggles, for easy 
access to arguably two of the most important accessories when on 
the hill.

a.



j.

k.

l. m.
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j. eider
eider-world.com
J: Kinetic   $480
P: Boost   $360

k. Fate
fateclothing.com
J: system   $310
P: Foundation   $220

l. Giv
givclothing.com
J: andrew   $225
P: andrew   $175

m. J.Lindeberg
jlindeberg.com
J: renton Canvas shell   $590
P: remus Canvas shell   $348

i. obermeyer
obermeyer.com
J: traction   $230     
P: revert   $150
With all the technical features imaginable – an iPod pocket, goggle pocket, cell 
phone pocket, key ring, pass holder and sealed seams and pockets – the Traction 
jacket doesn’t lack functionality. Paired with the Revert pant and its reinforced 
hems, sealed seams and waterproof material, Obermeyer outerwear will keep 
you dry, warm and without want of places to store things. But Obermeyer didn’t 
stop at function. The classic green and white provide a fresh respite from the 
common drab tones of other outerwear and the geometric lines of the jacket 
provide style and creativity.

i.



Introducing the new Blizzard and our Titan Argos IQ. 
It’s integrated IQ system gives you the powerful flex and unprecedented 
stability you need for times like these. So go ahead, take off. We’ll be 
ready whenever you land. www.blizzardsportusa.com
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o. Karbon
karbon.net
J: ultra Violet   $250
P: Phaser   $170

p. mountain Hardwear
mountainhardwear.com
J: edge   $395
P: Defiant   $165

q. nordica
nordicausa.com
J: Kahuna novelty   $265
P: sloppy Joe novelty   $170

r. Powderhorn
powderhorn-world.com
J: night Hawk Down   $325
P: Billy the Kid   $290

n. orage
orageski.com
J: Club   $90     
P: Jam tweed   $125
Style and function always blend together 
in Orage’s pieces. The Club jacket and 
Jam Tweed pant are no exception. With 
16 total pockets in the ensemble, you will 
never be without a place to stash anything 
you need. The combination of breathable 
and water proof fabric technologies in all 
of Orage’s products is designed to keep the 
wearer comfortable and be adaptable to 
all weather conditions. We loved the plaid 
tweed fabric with the snakeskin leather 
detailing. As always, style is a must with 
Orage and the company hit the mark with 
this outfit.
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t. Quiksilver
quiksilver.com
J: u-ramp softswitch  $210
P: suitcase   $140
 

u. rossignol
rossignol.com
J: oksa   $295
P: mission   $200

v. salomon
salomon-sports.com
Conspiracy 1 Piece   $650

w. scott
scottusa.com
J: alchemist   $400
P: alchemist   $300

s. spyder
spyder.com
J: Godfather   $300     
P: Godfather    $200
The detailing and quality Spyder has put into its 
Venom line this year are, once again, a step up 
from years prior. The durable canvas-like material 
is both burly and great looking. The contrasting 
stitching and subtle screen print designs under the 
arm and on the leg speak to Spyder’s attention to 
detail and fashion, helping the Godfather set itself 
apart from other brands using similar fabrics. The 
jacket and pant are coated with Spyder’s patented 
Spylon Water Repellent Finish, which prevents the 
clothing from absorbing moisture and guards 
against water- and oil-based stains. To further 
prevent unwanted snow and water entering, the 
Godfather has fully taped seams and employs a 
welded construction. 
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x. sunice
sunice.com
J: JFC Pro   $320
P: JFC Pro   $170
Sunice has re-entered the game of skiing 
and has assembled a pro team of skiers 
for the first time since 1988. JF Cusson is 
at the helm of the new crew and helped 
design and inspire the JFC Pro jacket and 
pant. Sunice uses a high-grade polyester 
that is densely woven and then coated 
with a waterproofing material to make its 
clothing windproof, water-repellant and 
incredibly durable. So even though you 
were planning on hanging out and looking 
sweet on the hill or at a comp in this bright 
blue pinstripe suit, you’ll be prepared when 
a gnarly snow storm rolls in and ruins the 
bluebird day.

y. sessions
sessions.com
J: shane mcConkey Gore-tex G-3   $480
P: Chemical Heather   $200

z. sms
smsclothing.com
J: remix   $230
P: remix   $190

a. the north Face
thenorthface.com
unity suit   $ 549

b. under armour
underarmour.com
J: Carve   $330
P: Carve Bib   $250
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h. Helly Hansen
hellyhansen.com

J: survival   $300
P: survival   $200

i. scott
scottusa.com
J: encore   $350
P: encore   $300
With so many similar-looking fabrics on the market – 
herringbone, tweed, plaid, etc. – Scott took a chance 
on something different with a washed denim look for its 
Encore outfit. Scott detailed this broken-in looking fabric 
with big, metal buttons and brown leather trim to com-
plete the industrial feel. Scott uses a strategic thermal 
regulation system that uses mesh in hot zones and insu-
lation in cool zones making the outfit warm and cozy on 
big snow days, yet its progressive style lets it transition to 
the park with ease.

a. oakley
oakley.com
J: north wind   $250
P: seamed Leg  $225
What’s not to love about this classic black and white combination? 
Not only are these two colors easy to accessorize, the detailing in 
the fabrics used for the North Wind jacket and Seamed Leg pant 
is impressive. Both pieces use a soft, textured fabric embellished 
with clear, screen-printed dots on the yoke and sleeves of the jacket 
and the waist and pockets of the pants which adds an element of 
high fashion to the classic colors. For deep days the North Wind and 
Seamed Leg snap together to create a barrier against even the fluff-
iest snow. When the storm is over, the powder skirt is removable to 
give you more maneuverability.

b. rossignol
rossignol.com
J: Icarus   $250
P: tanky   $135
This world-renowned ski company came up big this year with its 
freeride outerwear line. The Icarus jacket is feminine in its design, 
with three wooden buttons on the collar and a flattering, longer cut. 
Yet the Icarus retains a hardcore look thanks to a darker color and 
heavier fabric. The waist is gathered on the sides so a cinch isn’t 
necessary and all of the seams are triple stitched for maximum du-
rability. The Tanky pant also has a fashion-forward cut with wider 
legs and flared hems. Black zippers are added to the soft cream 
color for added spunk. Coupled with the Scratch BC, you’re ready for 
a full day on the mountain, all courtesy of Rossignol. 

WOMen’s 
OUTeRWeAR

Words: Nicole Birkhold

a.

b.

c.
d. e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

c.  Columbia
columbia.com
J: ruby Peak Parka   $280
P: Crystal Crest softshell    $150

d. Cross
cross-sportswear.com
J: Campaign   $370
P: airborne   $240

e. Dna
ridedna.com
J: sashi   $260
P: Lassie   $180

f. eider
eider-world.com
J: Jalila   $470
P: Zeas   $340

g. Fate
fateclothing.com
J: modernist   $240
P: Cargo   $200
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j. sessions
sessions.com
J: sioux Plaid   $200
P: Lucky Plaid   $140
Like many other companies, Sessions went with 
larger, more pronounced buttons on its Sioux 
Plaid jacket this season, while the flower shape 
and light blue in the plaid give it a girlier feel, and 
the fur collar and belt add to the diva-ish look. 
Not only is this plaid ensemble stylie, but the light-
weight feel of the jacket and pant make it super 
maneuverable and easy to wear. For additional 
warmth without bulking it up, Sessions equipped 
the jacket with a  panel of fuzzy fabric for the lin-
ing, but only in the back, creating the ideal com-
bination of light weight and warmth.
        

k. Holden
holdenouterwear.com
J: stillwater   $360
P: Davis Belted   $320

l. mountain Hardwear
mountainhardwear.com
J: Downhill Parka   $295
P: Freeride   $240

m. obermeyer
obermeyer.com
J: Cloud 9   $255
P: Illusion   $190

n. orage
orageski.com
J: mantra   $190
P: Bionic   $115

j.

k.

l.

m. n.
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p. roxy
roxy.com
J: Penny arcade   $230
P: Veruca salt   $175

q. salomon
salomonsports.com
J: Beat 3:1   $350
P: temptress   $180

r. sms
smsclothing.com
J: Double trouble   $240
P: Lrider   $150

s. spyder
spyder.com
J: Godmother   $300 
P: Godmother   $200

t. under armour
underarmour.com
J: Carve   $330
P: edge   $200

o. the north Face
thenorthface.com
J: Bugsy   $350
P: Bugsy   $250
The Bugsy jacket and pant from TNF are stylish and 
tasteful with a fun fabric and muted tones. Even with 
these fashionable additions, The North Face hasn’t 
compromised function. Both the jacket and pant come 
outfitted with a Recco avalanche rescue reflector. All 
seams are fully sealed, unlike other companies that 
just seal “important” seams, which could leave you 
soaking wet in some awkward places. This is an outfit 
that is stylish enough to hang out after skiing, yet can 
duck ropes to nab the fresh anytime as well.

o.

p.

q.

r. s.
t.
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Each year we invite more ski companies to our ski test than 
previously, and each year, those companies bring more skis. 
Different skis. Fat, skinny, stiff, soft, pipe-specific and blower-
overhead powder specific skis. The spectrum of skis being 
created around the world has grown to the widest range yet. 
As the skis change, so, too, does the way we test them.

This year, we split our testing into two distinct projects: The 
all-mountain test at Solitude, Utah, and the park and pipe 
test at Keystone, Colorado. Each venue provided the perfect 
testing grounds for this year’s crop of skis, which were the best 
offerings to date. Flip through the next six pages to read all 
about the test locations and what made them, above all other 
areas, the ideal venues to put this year’s 155 skis to the ultimate test.

It should be noted that specialty skis, such as reverse-
camber skis, are rated based on what they are specifically 

good at. We did not send the Pontoon, for example, down the 
pipe, nor did we put the Pipe Cleaner through knee-deep pow. 
Specialty skis are the name of the game this year, and they are 
ranked accordingly. 

Also note that reviews without a stoke rating mean that 
not enough people tested the skis to give a fair evaluation, 
and therefore we review the ski based on its technical 
specifications alone. 

In these next 38 pages, we break down every ski we tested, 
ordered alphabetically by company, in order to make your ski 
buying decisions easier this season. We’re sure that this year, 
no matter what ski you go with, you will be happy with your 
purchase and your skiing will improve accordingly. — MH

the 2008 FReeskieR ski test

Check out the pullout poster for an overview of all of the year’s skis. Also, 
go online to see the skis in action and for video reviews by the editors.

A Freeskier intern calculates test scores from our ski tests.     Photo: Jay Michelfelder
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All-MountAin Ski teSt: 
Solitude, utAh
If you’re looking for the ultimate proving ground for big- 
and all-mountain skis, a few resorts stand out: Jackson 
Hole, Alta/Snowbird, Squaw, Mammoth and, of course, 
Solitude. Solitude?  

Yes, Solitude. After taking a hard look at every  
major North American ski area, Freeskier magazine 
descended upon Solitude, Utah, for our 2008 big- and 
all-mountain ski test. While it may come as a surprise to 
many of our readers that we rank Solitude as one of the 
premier big-mountain destinations in North America, 
a closer glance at this often-overlooked Utah gem will 
convince even the most skeptical skiers that this quiet 
Utah mountain packs more than enough punch for the 
corest hardcore big-mountain riders.  

First, there’s the lack of crowds. While Solitude shares 
the same steep chutes, gnarly cliffs and exposed  
descents that have made global brands out of nearby 
Alta and Snowbird, the mountain is low key to the  
extreme. Unlike Jackson, Squaw or Alta, there’s not a 

huge scene here and powder doesn’t disappear faster 
than you can blink. In fact, powder days here can last 
for weeks, given the uncrowded nature of the place.   

Secondly, there’s the terrain. For those in the know,  
Solitude has some of the best in North America, includ-
ing super-exposed lines off of Fantasy Ridge. And with  
plenty of nooks and crannies, the mountain holds stashes 
long after other resorts are moguled out. Should that 
unlikely scenario occur, there’s easy access to some 
of Utah’s best backcountry including the legendary  
Wolverine Cirque.   

Finally, the sole focus in Solitude is on the skiing. No 
rowdy bars or nightlife. No late evenings chasing the 
ladies and no distractions from the job at hand: skiing 
the best – and the worst – skis on offer for 2008. We’ve 
picked the winners and dogged the losers so you can 
cut to the chase and find the best ski for you. Who 
knows, maybe you’ll even get to test out your pick for a 
day or two at Solitude. — Tom Winter

Liberty team rider and tester, Ryan Moore, schralps a pow stash in the Solitude, UT, backcountry during our all-mountain ski test.     Photo: Matt Harvey



To give park skis the most legit park and pipe ski 
test in the industry, we split our test this year to focus 
specifically on each category. With that in mind, 
the next question was where to host a week of park 
skiing. The general consensus that emerged was to 
spend five days at Keystone in the A51 terrain park.

Keystone has been increasingly dedicated to 
catering to the park skier and it showed in our 
week there. Each night, the jumps and pipe were 
meticulously groomed and shaped and we were able 
to spin lap after lap quickly and efficiently with the 
A51 chair that feeds three jump lines, two pipes and 
a multitude of rails and boxes. The space Keystone 
has dedicated to its park is long, roomy and set apart 
from the masses, making it tough for the weekend 
Joeys to find themselves in over their heads or get 
in our way. To top it all off, the park shack sits in the 
center of it all and our crew was able to call it home 
for the week.

Speaking of our crew, we gathered Summit County’s 
top pros to put each ski submitted through a rigorous 
testing process. Each of these athletes was dedicated 
to the cause and spent hours filling out many 
thoughtful – and honest – test forms. Every tester rode 
each ski on the many features in the park and filled 
out an overall stoke, a jump rating, a pipe rating, a 
playfulness rating and an all-mountain performance 
rating (all out of 10). Mike Clarke took his duties so 
seriously he felt compelled to lock himself in the park 
shack in order to focus his energy and feedback of 
his review to best inform you, our reader.

After five days of serious testing in one banger 
park, complete with a few barbeques and a limbo 
contest, over 200 test forms made it back to our office 
for review. We hope you find them helpful when 
determining which skis to shred on next season. See 
you in A51. —Nicole Birkhold

PArk And PiPe teSt: 
keyStone, ColorAdo
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Head team rider Henrik Lampert, one of our park testers, gives a pair of High Societys a go at Keystone’s Area 51 terrain park.     Photo: Matt Harvey



Editor’s Picks
thE bEst skis of 2008 froM 
fAttEst to skiNNiEst 
More skis. Better skis. Different skis. This year’s crop has more of everything, 
making the editor’s pick choices harder than ever.

All of this year’s skis were put through grueling tests during 11 long days 
at Solitude, UT, and Keystone, CO, and the testers provided their critical 
reviews of their experience with each and every ski. 

The raw information was processed and calculated, then we took our 
opinions of the best graphics and everything else that makes up a good 
ski and voila! 

Here are the best 16 skis of 2008. 

a. Fat-ypus D-Sender  144-112-130
A fat, fat ski, the D-Sender was our favorite for deep pow, but could also hold 
its own on the hard stuff so you can get there.   pg. 140

b. Rossignol Steeze  140-110-133
Backcountry booters and aggressive lines won’t know what hit them when 
you show up with the new Rossignol Steeze.   pg. 162

c. Liberty Helix  135-105-122
One of the most versatile skis on the market for 2008, the Helix will go 
everywhere and do everything.   pg. 152

d. Rossignol B104 Squad  130-104-117
The 104 is incredibly durable and grips like a vice on ice and crud. Test 
your tolerance for speed on these boards.    pg. 162

e. 4FRNT VCT (182cm)  129-104-121
Smooth as butter, the VCT from 4FRNT is incredibly easy to ski and was a hit 
amongst our testers from the biggest guys down to the smallest girls.    
pg. 126
 

f. Line Prophet 100  134-100-125
A great everyday tool, the Prophet 100 is prepared to handle most conditions 
and terrain known to nature.    pg. 154

g. Nordica Supercharger Enforcer  135-98-125
The Enforcer is more than equipped to power you through the steepest faces 
in the backcountry and whip down on the front when you’re done.    pg. 158

h. K2 Seth  130-98-118
Seth Morrisson designed this ski and has ridden it for years. Enough said.    
pg. 150

i. Salomon Gun  130-96-124
The Gun seems to ski for you in all conditions. The ease of use makes it one of 
our top 16 of the year.    pg. 166

j. Fischer Watea 94  130-94-118
The Watea 94 will make everyone feel like they can carve a turn like an 
Olympic racer, holding an edge better than most out there.    pg. 142

k. Volkl Bridge  130-92-112
The Bridge is the Karma re-incarnated. It “bridges” the gap between park 
and all-mountain. Great for the person who wants a little of everything. pg. 172

l. Dynastar Big Trouble 124-92-114
The biggest and baddest in the Trouble line from Dynastar, the Big Trouble 
is the ultimate backcountry jib stick that can just as easily move into the park 
when the bc booter doesn’t work out.    pg. 136

m. Volkl Wall 115-87-115
The Wall is Volkl’s first perfectly-symmetrical twin-tip ski and is one of the best 
park skis ever made.    pg. 173

n. Salomon Thruster  117-83-110
One of the most versatile park skis we found, the Thruster is incredibly playful 
and holds its own when needed to deliver the power to boost.    pg. 166

o. Armada ARW  114-82-104
Women of the freeski world rejoice. The ARW combines all the necessary 
components of a great women’s park ski. It is lightweight, has a perfect flex 
and looks great.    pg. 128

p. Head J.O. Pro  113-77-102
Once again, the athlete whose name graces this says it all. Jon Olsson is one 
of the greatest of our time and his ski is as good in the air as he is.    pg. 146

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. j. k. l. m. n. o. p.

Flip to more in-depth reviews in the following pages, or 
head to freeskier.com/reviews for exclusive video reviews!
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“I’M PROUD TO HAVE GROWN UP AT A RESORT THAT IS DOING SOMETHING TO FIGHT GLOBAL WARMING.”

FREE STICKER PACK > WWW.SAVESNOW.ORG

4frNt  
4frnt.com
A player in the freeride scene for six years now, 
4FRNT has consistently evolved its product, company 
and team to strengthen its place in the market. Built 
around a core team of athletes who all contribute 
to the design and evolution of their individual 
models, 4FRNT maintains a passion for skiing that is 
highlighted by its five 2008 models.

 a. EHP
L: 186, 190, 193   D:129-104-121 @ 190
$: 850   Stoke: 8 (for the 190 length)
Testers loved the EHP in the 190 length, a ski that is 
very different at different lengths. The 190 is closer 
to the construction and dimensions of a traditional 
ski — while the 186 has a reverse-sidecut — and it 
scored accolades for being “super stable with great 
flotation in the powder,” and “nimble for a ski of  
this length.”

b. VCT
L: 168, 175, 182, 189   D: 129-104-121 @ 175 and 182
$: 750   Stoke: 8
The VCT was our favorite offering from 4FRNT in the 
big-mountain category. This ski has a wider range 
of performance than the EHP and impressed testers 
across the board. “Stable and burly,” said one. 
“Really smooth” and “great in powder” were a few 
of the comments about this wood-core ripper, which 
receives one of our 2008 Editor’s Picks.

c. MSP
L: 161, 171, 181, 187   D: 122-92-112 @ 181
$: 650   Stoke: 7.75
The MSP was not for everyone with its wide tip and 
narrower tail, but those who liked it really liked 
it. “Very dependable,” “great in crud” and “highly 
recommended for an all-mountain ski” were a few 
comments.

d. TNK
L: 155, 165, 175, 180   D: 115-89-111 @ 180
$: 500   Stoke: 7 
Jumps: 8                   Pipe: 7 
Playfulness: 9       All-Mtn : 6
The Niklas Karlstrom Pro model lived up to the hype 
of being a pure park and pipe tool and buttered its 
way into the hearts of many of our testers. Its torsional 
rigidity paired with its buttery flex pattern allows 
it to hold an edge into jumps and jib on and off  
rails well. 

e. STL
L: 145, 167, 177, 183   D: 112-82-104 @ 177
$: 550   Stoke: 5.5 
Jumps: 7                   Pipe: 5 
Playfulness: 5          All-Mtn: 8
The more dramatic sidecut and stability of the STL 
made the ski very popular when it came to riding 
all-mountain. Our testers found it to be a bit heavy 
for park riding, though, so this one is best suited for 
shredding everywhere and is not a park-specific tool 
like some of the other park skis on the market.

a. b. c. d. e.

Luke Van Valin
4FRNT MSP 181 Skis

Tecnica Diablo Magma Boots

4FRNT Deadbolt Bindings

Von Zipper Bushwick Goggles

Orage Jefferson Jacket

Orage Jam Tweed Pant

4FRNT Signature Poles

2008 ski rEViEW
Words: Tom Winter and Nicole Birkhold
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ArMAdA 
armadaskis.com
Armada has been known as a company that is 
committed to its athletes, listening to their feedback 
and creating what they want to ride. With a host of 
amazingly talented athletes, it’s no wonder Armada 
skis have found praise across the board in both 
the big-mountain and park disciplines. For 2008, 
Armada has improved upon last year’s line with 
the notable introduction of a reverse camber ski to 
handle the deepest snow you could possibly find.

a. ARG
L: 185   D: 125-135-133-134-120
$: 800   Stoke: 7.5
The ARG was released in limited numbers last 
year and the ski definitely lives up to the hype 
– in powder. Make no mistake about it, the cap-
construction ARG is a powder ski. With a surfboard-
inspired rocker, unique sidecut shape and 
Armada’s Ultra Light Core wrapped in a torsion 
box, this is a super-light, super-surfy ski that testers 
called “awesome in the pow!” 

b. Ant Pro
L: 191   D: 133-107-123   $: 750   Stoke: 8
Perhaps Armada’s best big-mountain ski, the 
Ant features an ultra-light core with a sandwich 
fiberglass construction and Armada’s beefy ABS 
technology coupled with an oversized edge for 
increased durability. The result is a strong ski that 
is surprisingly light. Testers found the Ant to be 
“very stable at all speeds,” “great for switch pow 
riding” and “easy to maneuver for a big ski.” If 
there is a knock against the Ant it’s that “the ski 
takes a lot of energy to ski.” But if you’re willing to 
put in the effort, the Ant will reward you.

c. ARV
L: 165, 175, 185   D: 130-95-119 @ 185
$: 690   Stoke: 6.7
One of the first two models introduced by Armada 
at the company’s birth, the ARV is the last man 
standing from those heady days. Slightly tweaked 
for 2008 to reduce weight and provide a stiffer flex, 
the ARV features Armada’s AR2 core for durability, 
ABS construction, and a larger, reinforced edge 
than the Ant to take abuse.

d. ARW
L: 161, 166, 171   D: 114-82-104 @ 166
$: 565   Stoke: 9.5 
Jumps: 9                    Pipe: 9 
Playfulness: 8             All-Mtn: 8
This ski does exactly what it’s designed to do: make 
every girl ski a little more like Grete Eliassen. It has 
more give than its male counterparts, making it 
a bit more forgiving when landing jumps, but it’s 
still stiff enough to hold a carve. Our women testers 
loved the ARW’s swing weight and the amount 
of play it had. Even some of our male testers  
were heard whispering they would ride the ARW 
next season.

e. AR6
L: 161, 166, 171, 176, 181   D: 117-85-107 @ 176
$: 575   Stoke: 8.5
Jumps: 9                   Pipe: 9 
Playfulness: 8   All-Mtn: 8
“Sign me up coach!” was heard from one of our 
testers after spinning a few laps on the AR6. This 
was one of the most-liked skis at the Keystone park 
test. We rode it in every length, giving each tester 
an accurate feel of the ski. The new AR1 all-wood 
core makes the ski lightweight and creates a lower 
swing weight, while the carbon-fiber stringers in 
the tail create pop and stability. 

f. T-Hall
L: 161, 166, 171, 176, 181   D: 117-85-107 @ 176
$: 610   Stoke: 8 
Jumps: 4                   Pipe: 4  
Playfulness: 3.5  All-Mtn: 4
With the same core as the AR6, the T-Hall is a 
lightweight, purely jib-specific ride that was  tailored 
very specifically to Tanner’s specifications. The 
result was a construction of sandwiched fiberglass 
laminates in front of and behind the foot creating 
the ultimate flex for butters and presses. Our testers 
found this variable flex pattern somewhat difficult 
to get used to, but after a few laps, the stoke turned 
up a bit. The overall consensus was that this ski 
definitely ripped but might be a little too specific 
for an every day park ski. 

g. Pipe Cleaner
L: 166, 171, 176, 181   D: 116-84-106 @ 176
$: 660   Stoke: 8 
Jumps: 8                   Pipe: 10 
Playfulness: 8          All-Mtn: 7
The Pipe Cleaner did just that: cleaned up on 
the pipe rating at our test. One tester called it 
“motivating in the pipe!,” and added, “if you’re man 
or woman enough to go with the speed these skis 
generate, you will boost right out of your pants!” 
Another said, “It’s an amazing park ski, there is no 
denying it.” The only downfalls reported were its 
slight instability when carving, due to the rigidity 
and power put into the tail. But, as a pipe ski, that’s 
the point, right?

a. b. c. d. e. f. g.
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Photo Credit: Blake Jorgenson nordicausa.com

Rory Freeskier 2  7/31/07  5:35 PM  Page 1

AtoMic 
atomicsnow.com
For 2008, Atomic builds upon last year with an 
impressive quiver of freeride skis. A variety of 
innovations developed by the company’s aggressive 
World Cup race program have found their way into 
the freeride offerings including Atomic’s Beta profile, 
which allows for a very stiff torsional flex without 
compromising the longitudinal flex of the ski.

a. Big Daddy
L: 190   D: 145-125-129
$: 995   Stoke: 7.5
With Atomic’s Beta 4 construction, which uses fiberglass 
for torsional rigidity and pop, and high-speed Electra 
Graphite bases, the Big Daddy is a fast mothership of 
a ski that rewards the strong and punishes the weak. 
“For strong experts only,” said one tester who liked that 
the ski “loves to go fast.” “Stiff beyond belief,” added 
another. This ski is definitely for bigger athletes who 
are looking for a full-throttle ride. 

b. Thug
L: 181, 192   D: 140-120-133 @ 181
$: 995   Stoke: 7.5
The Thug has a burly footprint for your average 
twin-tip making it a beast in the backcountry and 
on those kickers that take days to build. The solid, 
wood-core, sandwich construction surprised testers 
with is quickness. “It can pivot quickly but still carve 
at speed,” said one tester. “In pow, it’s a beast!,” said 
another who slayed the powder all day long with 
the Thug.

c. Sugar Daddy
L: 153, 163, 173, 183, 193   D:126-99-117 @ 183
$: 955   Stoke: 8
A more versatile iteration of the Big Daddy, the 
Sugar Daddy is quick in the trees and “fun on the 
groomed stuff.” At 99 mm under foot, this ski bridges 
the gap between true big-mountain chargers and 
all-mountain offerings, making it an every day 
workhorse that delivers as promised. If you are a 
one-ski quiver kind of person, the SD is Atomic’s 
answer to your needs.

d. Pimp
L: 174, 183, 192   D: 126-103-118 @ 183
$: 950   Stoke: 7
Atomic’s Pimp returns for 2008 with a new slanted-
sidewall sandwich construction and a poppy 
kinetic core which adds additional life to the ski. 
Even though the Pimp was one of our favorite skis 
in 2007, the updated 2008 version didn’t blow testers 
away. Perhaps that’s because the larger footprint 
makes the Pimp less versatile than the previous 
incarnation. “Loved it last year, only like it this year,” 
was the comment that summed up the 2008 Pimp.

e. Snoop Daddy
L: 163, 174, 185   D: 127-88-113 @ 185
$: 875   Stoke: 7
Last year the Snoop Daddy was one of our favorite 
skis. This year it didn’t stand out on the stoke-meter. 
Why? Not because of any inherent problems with 
this “lively and fun” offering. It’s just that other 
companies are catching up. At a mere 88 mm 
underfoot, the Snoop is on the skinny side of things 
when it comes to big-mountain skis. Its relatively 
svelte footprint makes it more appropriate for 
East Coast mountains, and we’d like to see Atomic 
incorporate a twin-tip into the Snoop Daddy.

f. Twins
L: 155, 164, 173   D: 114-81-107.7 @ 173
$: 400   Stoke: 8
Jumps: 8                    Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 8.5    All-Mtn: 7.5
Getting creative with their naming, Atomic 
introduced the Twins into their park and pipe 
line-up this season. This lower-priced park tool 
withstood the rigor of some of our larger testers, 
even with its somewhat softer flex pattern. Finding a 
slanted sidewall construction with a full wood core 
is sometimes tricky, but the Twins solve that problem 
and deliver a good choice for those looking for a 
value park ski.

g. Urban Punx
L: 158, 166, 175, 184   D: 107-84-107 @ 175
$: 575     Stoke: 5.75
Jumps: 5     Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 9 All-Mtn: 4
Sliding urban rails is exactly what these skis are 
designed and named to do. Atomic incorporated 
its new RSR (Rail Slide Reinforcement) technology 
into this ski, providing an inner edge to help 
protect and reinforce the outer edges. They also 
boast a ceramic base made with the hardest P-Tex 
available for increased durability. According to our 
testers it was “super buttery and playful for rails, but 
way too soft for jumps and pipe.” Atomic created a 
pretty specific rail ski, but sacrificed all-mountain 
performance to do so. 

h. Punx
L: 155, 164, 173, 182   D: 111-82-111 @ 173
$: 535   Stoke: N/A
Another true twin-tip offering from Atomic that could 
definitely be more versatile than its Urban brother. 
Unfortunately, we didn’t get a chance to ride this 
guy at our test but its Kinetic Core, a lightweight 
material Atomic uses in their tips and tails, helps 
keep spinning momentum even and reduce 
weight. It is reinforced underfoot for additional rail 
durability but doesn’t boast an inner edge like the 
Urban Punx.

i. She Devil
L: 155, 164, 173   D: 114-81-108 @ 173
$: 400   Stoke: N/A
Atomic’s women-specific park ski is the same ski as 
the Twins with different graphics making it a ripping 
ski for the ladies looking for a solid park performer. 
Thankfully Atomic resisted the urge to make the 
only women’s ski in its park line too girly looking. 
The classy lettering and blue/brown combination 
paired with hardcore flames make this one of the 
best looking women’s skis out there.

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i.
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bLAck diAMoNd
bdel.com
Black Diamond broke into the ski market 
two years ago with a collection of telemark, 
mountaineering and alpine skis that all shared 
the same fundamental trait: they were incredibly 
light. With limited distribution (look for these skis 
in mountaineering stores rather than traditional 
ski shops) and mediocre graphics, they’re not 
for everyone. But if you spend a lot of time in 
the backcountry, you’ll love how light these skis 
are.

a. Verdict
L: 170, 180, 190  D: 134-102-120 @ 180
$: 600  Stoke: 7
The wood-core Verdict earned the same score 
for 2008 as in 2007, and got our testers excited 
in exactly the same way: “Great in the pow” 
and “very predictable, carves up the groomers 
and is easy and fun to ski” were two comments 
that reflect just how fun the Verdict is. And, of 
course, there’s that wonderful, light feeling that 
these skis have on your feet. Mount them with  
some alpine touring bindings and seek out the 
fresh stuff.

b. Zealot
L: 182, 192   D: 136-110-126 @ 182
$: 640   Stoke: 7
Testers found the Zealot to be a beefier offering 
than other skis we’ve seen from Black Diamond. 
“Stiff,” said one. “Awesome if you are in a huge 
open bowl of fresh,” added another. The 
Zealot is another very solid offering from Black 
Diamond and combines two elements — light 
weight and beefy feel — that are tough to find 
in one ski. It skis like a monster, making it an 
ideal big-mountain choice for experts who like 
to ski outside the ropes.

a.

bLizzArd 
blizzard-ski.com
For 2008, look for Blizzard to strengthen 
the brand’s position and availability. The 
company has always made great skis, 
featuring race-bred, wood-core sandwich 
construction. With continued involvement 
of athletes like Kent Kreitler, this could be a 
breakthrough year for the company.

c. Titan Kreitler
L: 191   D: 135-119-125
$: 1,275 (with bindings)   Stoke:  7
This pro-model ski is not for everyone, but if 
you think you can line up massive AK peaks 
like Kent, then go for it. “A LOT of ski” and “tons 
of control under foot” were two testers’ takes 
on the Kreitler. This wood-core beast has a 
bona fide race construction and plenty of 
guts. It’s best suited for “wide open spaces” 
and it “loves speed.” As such, it’s a lot like its 
namesake: very fast.

d. Titan Argos
L: 173, 180, 187, 194   D: 132-101-118
$: 1,150 (with bindings)   Stoke: 8
Another solid wood-core offering from Blizzard, 
the Argos is our testers’ ski of choice from the 
Austrian manufacturer.  According to testers, 
the Argos is “a legit big-mountain ski” and is 
“as close to a one-quiver ski as you’ll find.” As 
you would expect from a company that has 
found success manufacturing race skis, the 
Argos can be “a bit stiff,” but for experts and 
heavier skiers who know how to drive a ski, it’s 
one of the best options yet from Blizzard.

e. Big Akira
L: 171, 178, 185, 192   D: 130-105-120
$: 1,150 (with bindings)   Stoke: 6.5
The Big Akira’s graphics mark a huge 
departure for the company, one which we 
hope is the future for all its skis. But while the 
ski looks different, the performance is pure 
Blizzard. This twin-tip offering is “a beefy 
powder crusher that likes speed.” It’s a good 
option if you’re looking for a big-mountain twin 
that stands out from the crowd.

f. Poacher
L: 157, 164, 171, 178   D: 116-80-105
$: 475 (with bindings)   Stoke: 4.5
Jumps: 6                   Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 6 All-Mtn: 5
The Poacher, Blizzard’s new twin-tip offering, 
was the only park ski with an integrated 
binding system we tested. Most of our 
testers felt this made the ski too heavy and 
cumbersome in the park. However, “the ski 
cannot handle the forces given to it,” reported 
one tester. Another said, “This ski is very soft, 
fun to mess around on with butters and on 
rails but it’s too soft for jumping.” 

c. d. e. f.b.
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drAkE PoWdEr tooLs 
dpskis.com
Stephan Drake continues to preach the benefits of semi-
custom carbon fiber skis. It’s worth listening to his sermon, as 
we’ve found Drake’s skis to be incredibly light and fun. We’re 
also big fans of the fact you can choose your sidecut and flex 
(within a variety of options offered by the company), which 
allows you to own a pair of skis that are exactly what you 
want.

a. Wailer 105
L: 178, 188, 198   D: 131-105-118 @ 188
$: 960   Stoke: 8
At the heart of DPT’s offerings is the venerable Wailer. This ski 
is so light that it takes some getting used to. Testers just didn’t 
think that something that felt like air underfoot could perform 
as well as the Wailer did. “Surprise!,” said one, “this is a well-
made ski that out-performs many of the big companies and is 
a powder, groomer and crud machine.”

b. Lotus 138
L: 192, 202   D: 140-138-139 @ 192
$: 960   Stoke: 8
Take an ultra-light construction, couple it with a unique 
footprint and head up to Solitude on a powder morning with 
these strapped to your feet and you will have fun. No doubt. 
The lightness of these skis, coupled with the unique powder 
performance of the design makes for epic pow runs. This isn’t 
a daily driver, but when it snows, WOW! a. b.

thE bEst bANG for YoUr bUck
We’ve done the math for you and figured out the skis with the highest stoke to price ratio in 
both our park and all-mountain tests. These are the skis to look at if you’re on a tight budget 
this winter but don’t want to skimp on performance.

1. K2 Missconduct
Stoke: 8     Price: $375

2. K2 Silencer
Stoke: 7.5     Price: $375

3. Atomic Twins
Stoke: 8     Price: $400

4. Rossignol Scratch FS Girls
Stoke: 9     Price: $480

5. Armada ARW
Stoke: 9.5     Price: $565

6. Dynastar Nothing But Trouble
Stoke: 7.5     Price: $450

7. Volkl Ledge
Stoke: 6.75     Price: $450

8. Armada AR6
Stoke: 8.5     Price: $575

9. Scott P3
Stoke: 7     Price: $475

10. Rossignol Trixie
Stoke: 7     Price: $475

11. Line Chronic
Stoke: 8     Price: $550

12. Salomon Thruster
Stoke: 8.5      Price: $595

corey Vanular
Dynastar Trouble Maker 
Limited Skis

Lange World Cup 120 Boots

Look P 18 Bindings

Spy Zed Goggles

Spyder Revy Jacket

Spyder Revy Pant

Giro G10 / Monster Helmet 

Dynastar Trouble Poles
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dYNAstAr 
dynastar.com
Dynastar has grown its freeride line this year and 
once again shows its strength with an impressive 
selection. Its flagship park ski, the Trouble Maker, is 
back and slightly modified with strangely inspired 
graphics and the Legend Pro series has returned 
as well for all the big-mountain aficionados. 
Dynastar also has an extensive women’s line up 
coined “Exclusive” that goes head-to-head with 
the men’s product.

a. Legend Pro XXL
L: 194   D: 132-109-122
$: 1000   Stoke: 8
Given the length, dimensions and stiffness of this 
ski, it’s no surprise that the performance range 
of the XXL is on the narrow side. This ski has “big 
power” and “holds up in deep pow very well” but 
for those not blessed with a linebacker physique 
or a solid race background, the XXL can seem 
“clumsy” and be “hard to turn.” 

b. Legend Pro Rider
L: 176, 186, 194   D: 124-97-116
$: 1000   Stoke: 9
The Legend Pro incorporates a similar core to 
the XXL, a blend of wood and acrylic designed 
by Dynastar’s racing department that increases 
durability for careening down steeps. The Pro 
“powers through crud” and impressed testers 
with its versatility. “This is a ski I could ride day 
in and day out” and “this is a one-ski quiver” are 
testaments to the impressive performance of the 
Pro. Oh, and scoring a 9 on the stoke meter isn’t too 
bad either. Highly recommended.

c. Big Trouble
L: 166, 176, 186   D: 124-92-114
$: 750   Stoke: 8
One of the most versatile skis Dynastar makes, 
the Big Trouble couples a twin-tip design with a 
wood core featuring the company’s Spring Blade 
construction for liveliness.  According to testers, the 
BT has “a lot of pop” and is “great switch.” While not 
a true big-mountain ski, the BT isn’t a true park ski 
either, making it an ideal choice for the skier who 
likes to go everywhere and do everything, without 
sacrificing performance.

d. She’s Trouble BC
L: 166, 176   D: 124-92-114
$: 750   Stoke: N/A
The She’s Trouble BC is essentially the same ski 
as the Big Trouble with some hot pink graphics 
that picture the Hindu elephant god Ganesha. 
Ganesha is the Lord of success and the destroyer 
of evils and obstacles, which is what the She’s 
Trouble BC will do for you. This ski slays the 
powder and backcountry with the authority of other 
Dynastar offerings. 

e. Exclusive Legend Powder
L: 158, 165, 172, 178   D: 121-85-104
$: 800   Stoke: 7.5
The Exclusive Legend Powder found praise 
amongst our lighter female testers. “It was great 
for turning quickly in tight places,” said one tester. 
“Very versatile,” said another. This ski wasn’t 
as burly as the other women’s ski, the Exclusive 
Legend Pro Rider and, depending on skill level 
and size, our female testers preferred one or the 
other. Congrats to Dynastar for making a series of 
female specific skis to cover a range of athletes. 

f. Trouble Maker
L: 160, 168, 175, 181   D: 116-81-106
$: 600   Stoke: 6.5
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 6 All-Mtn: 6
The Trouble Maker increased its waist width this 
year making the Trouble Maker into a better all-
mountain tool. However, the increased stiffness, 
due to reinforced sidewalls and added girth, 
made the ski seem heavier and not quite as 
playful to some testers. It was still voted a good all-
around ski and would be “great for someone who 
doesn’t want to fully devote themselves to park but 
still wants the feel of a solid twin tip.” 

g. Nothing But Trouble
L: 155, 165, 175, 182   D: 112-78-102
$: 450   Stoke: 7.5
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 9
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 7
With the same dimensions as last season’s 
Trouble Maker, the Nothing But Trouble felt more 
comfortable to our testers and consequently 
received higher marks in class. The narrower waist 
gave the ski a park-specific feel and testers felt 
that it performed better than the Trouble Maker on 
jumps and pipe with its softer, more forgiving flex.

h. She’s Trouble
L: 155, 165, 175   D: 112-78-102
$: 450   Stoke: 6.5
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 6
Molded after her big brother, the Nothing But 
Trouble, the She’s Trouble was found to be 
responsive and have the right amount of stiffness to 
explode in the pipe and off jumps. The lightweight 
wood core made these floaty in the air and easy to 
maneuver. The narrow profile and softer flex in the 
tip and tail made our girls feel a little out of control 
in broken-up snow.

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h.
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ELAN 
elanskis.com
Last year we called out Elan for making solid 
wood-core skis and one of the best performing 
park skis of 2007. It was good stuff and the company 
has built upon that foundation for 2008 with a 
revamped line-up of big-mountain skis (although, 
sadly discontinuing the park ski we loved). Elan is 
still figuring out how to position the brand in North 
America, and has signed athletes Glen Plake and 
Brad Holmes to help position the brand. We were 
not able to test all of Elan’s skis this year, so some of 
the reviews are based on specs.

a. 1111 Quad One
L: 184   D: 161-121-141
$: 1,000   Stoke: N/A
This is a pow ski and the performance of these 
wood-core beasts suffers in all but the deep stuff 
due to the size of the ski’s footprint. That being 
said, you can’t go wrong on a two-foot day with 
something this size. Unfortunately, we didn’t get 
two feet of snow on the day we tested them. Maybe  
next year.

b. 999 Wood
L: 163, 174, 185. 193   D: 129-99-119
$: 850   Stoke: 7
The 999 is a bit of a throwback, with less sidecut 
than most skis. It’s a true straight runner that can 
charge hard all day. Because of the shape, this 
wood-core offering from Elan gives back what 
you put into it. “Do the work and the ski will take 
you for a very stable ride,” reports one tester. “I’d 
recommend it to anyone,” adds another. Definitely 
the cream of the Elan crop for 2008.

c. 888 Alu
L: 159, 168, 177, 186   D: 128-88-108
$: 800   Stoke: 5.5
The wood-core, sandwich-construction 888 is a 
“versatile” offering that “can handle wind-packed 
powder, bumps and groomers with no problems.” 
The shorter lengths seemed to impress testers the 
most, with several athletes complaining about the 
ski being “sluggish when trying to turn fast” in the 
longer lengths. Our take? Aggressive big mountain 
skiers would be better off checking out the 999.

d. The Zen Master
L: 165, 175, 185   D: 122-91-112 @ 175
$: 600   Stoke: N/A
The Zen Master was a participant in our park test, 
but we’re wondering if it wouldn’t have been more 
at home at Solitude. “It does not turn well at low 
speed, so it would be best used at high speeds on 
the big mountain,” said a tester. “They would be 
okay for backcountry jumps.”

e. The Revert
L: 155, 165, 175, 185   D: 118-78-106 @ 175
$: 495   Stoke: N/A
We were not able to give The Revert a test this year. 
This ski has been reinforced with Elan’s new Rail 
Edge Technology designed to help you lock onto a 
rail easier by providing more control and protect 
the edges and bases from rail-induced damage. 
The RET provides a reinforcement strip of harder 
base in the center of the ski.

f. The Code
L: 135, 145, 160, 170, 180   D: 110-78-100 @ 170
$: 450   Stoke: N/A
The Code is another ski we were not able to ride at 
the park test. Elan’s Sidewall Construction features 
a wood core from tip to tail and an ABS sidewall 
construction that gives the ski a softer flex pattern, 
more conducive to riding park. We’re hoping to 
give these guys a fair shake in the near future.

BARGAIN SHOPPING
Surface Watch Life - $350

K2 Silencer - $375

K2 Missconduct - $375

Rossignol Trixie - $400

Atomic Twins - $400

THE FATTEST FAT SKIS
Unity HiattTwin - 155-140-155

Fatypus A-lotta - 172-140-158

DPS Lotus 138 - 140-138-139

Armada ARG - 125-135-133-134-120

Line Prophet 130 - 155-130-148

SKIS REQUIRING A LOAN
Salomon X-Wing Lab - $1115

Salomon Rocker - $1115

Hart Fuelie Boss - $1099

Stockli Stormrider DP Pro - $1050

Hart Twisted Twin - $1049

a. b. c. d. e. f.
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fAt-YPUs 
fat-ypus.com
This year, Fat-ypus adds a new ski, the D-Sender, 
to the line-up and is increasing production 
numbers to meet what has turned out to be 
unprecedented demand for its flagship ski, the 
A-Lotta. These wood-core skis are hard to find, 
and retail stocks sell out very, very quickly. This 
small, Colorado-based company makes some 
of the best skis available today.

a. A-Lotta
L: 170, 180   D: 172-140-158
$: 875   Stoke: 9.5
It’s nearly impossible to score a 9 or higher on 
Freeskier’s stoke meter. Testers are fickle and 
ornery and almost every ski has some sort of 
flaw. Here’s what the testers had to say: “No 
way a ski that is 140 mm underfoot should be 
able to turn like a rock star in the trees.” “The  
best ski ever.” “Carves effortlessly on the 
groomers.” “Charges through the crud.” The 
testers have spoken.

b. D-Sender
L: 184   D: 144-112-130
$: 875   Stoke: 9 
A svelte version of the A-lotta, the Fat-ypus crew 
designed the D-Sender as a big-mountain 
competition ski that could face the bony 
conditions found at competition venues like 
Crested Butte with confidence. Like the A-Lotta, 
the D-Sender is “very quick without giving 
up stability” and “crushes the crud.” It’s a 
good option if you are scared of the A-Lotta’s 
dimensions, and a great choice to shred  
the entire mountain with an emphasis on  
the backcountry.

c. G-Butter
L: 178   D: 118-86-108
$: 775   Stoke: 5.5
Jumps: 6  Pipe: 5
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 5
Fat-ypus has jumped into the realm of the park 
and pipe with the G-Butter. The poplar wood 
core makes it a solid and stable ski out of the 
park. In the park, our testers found it to be very 
inconsistent in its flex. One tester said it was 
“very stiff in front and behind the binding but 
ultra soft in the tip and tail.” Another said the 
softness in the nose made it tough to start a turn 
and paired with the stiffness of the tail, it was 
hard to hold a turn. 

Mike douglas
Salomon Gun Skis

Salomon Ghost Boots

Salomon STH 16 Bindings

Adidas Burna Goggles

Salomon Zero Jacket

Salomon Supernatural Pants

Hestra Omni Glove GTX Gloves

Kerma Mike Douglas Poles

a. b. c.

Mike clarke
Salomon The Dumont Skis

Salomon SPK Kaos Boots

Salomon STH 16 Bindings

Spy Zed SE Goggles

Salomon Zero Jacket

Salomon Supernatural Pant

Salomon Foil Poles

Spy Hourglass Glasses

Jiberish MVP Sweatshirt
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fischEr 
fischerskis.com
Fischer overhauled its entire big-mountain line 
for 2008. The new line’s showcase piece and one 
of the more interesting skis of the season is the 
207, a massive big-mountain ski complete with a 
fin. All of the skis feature a wood-core sandwich 
construction. Several models also have Fischer’s 
I-Beam technology: I-shaped carbon inserts that 
increase stability without adding weight.

a. 207
L: 207   D: 150-121-130
$: 1,000   Stoke: 8.5
This limited-edition ski pushes the envelope. At a 
whopping 207 cm long, and with an impressive 
footprint, it’s not the kind of board you’d zipper a 
bump line with. Everything about how the ski is 
designed says “big-mountain monster.” From a 
speedboat tip that helps the ski float in powder to 
the fin built into the tail, this is a ski for the biggest 
mountains and the most open of bowls. “Not for 
the timid,” said one tester, who said the only thing 
holding him back was “fear of going too fast.”

b. Porohete
L: 170, 180, 190   D: 135-106-123 @ 190
$: 895   Stoke: 7.5
Fischer’s powder tool returns unchanged from 2007. 
While not as massive as the 207, it’s  — surprise — 
much more versatile, and gives expert skiers more 
choice when it comes to lengths. “Really fun in the 
180 length,” said one tester who felt that “it holds well 
on the groomers and is very quick in the trees.” With 
the Porohete, picking the right length for your style 
is key.

c. Watea 101
L: 192   D: 134-101-124
$: 895   Stoke: 8
The Watea 101 features the new I-Beam technology 
that cuts grooves into the wood core to reduce 
weight and replaces those areas with carbon fiber 
stringers in the shape of a capital “I” to reduce weight 
and increase stability. The Watea is a “smooth, fun,” 
directional big-mountain offering. At this length, the 
ski “needs room to run” and you “have to stay on it 
to turn them.”

d. Watea 94
L: 186   D: 130-94-118
$: 895   Stoke: 8.5
The most versatile of the Watea line, the 94 features 
I-Beam technology wedded to a wood core and 
sandwich construction. “Awesome GS turns at 
speed” and the ability of the 94 to make “snappy 
short turns,” impressed the Freeskier crew at 
Solitude. Testers also found the 94 to have “easy turn 
initiation” and “great edge hold.” If you are looking 
for a “light, all-purpose ride,” the Watea 94 is the 
kind of ski that makes all skiers happy in all kinds 
of conditions.

e. Vision Zeal
L: 159, 168, 177   D: 124-88-112 @ 168
$: 795   Stoke: 8
A solid tool for women looking to charge, the Vision 
Zeal holds its own on and off piste. “It charges 
through crud and beat up snow” and “won’t slow 
down when faced with obstacles.” The sandwiched 
sidewall construction that consists of a layered 
core of poplar and beech paired with a titanal 
shell and sidewall, makes this ski super-stable and  
helps it hold an edge no matter where you are on 
the mountain. 

f. Addict Pro
L: 172, 181   D: 114-84-114
$: 695   Stoke: 6
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 6  All-Mtn: 7
The Addict Pro is a souped-up version of the Addict. 
Maybe a bit too much, in fact. The titanal layer and 
carbon-fiber tips and tails definitely increased the 
stability of the ski but made it too stiff for our testers. 
“You have to put a lot of effort into them if you want 
them to respond,” said one tester. The all-mountain 
performance, however, was good. “Even with dust-
on-crust conditions, this ski had great edge control,” 
commented another tester. 

g. Addict
L: 163, 172, 181   D: 114-84-114
$: 625   Stoke: 5.5
Jumps: 6  Pipe: 5
Playfulness: 5 All-Mtn: 6
The Addict returns unchanged except for the top 
sheet. It still has a true twin tip shape and is 84 
mm underfoot. Being a little softer than the Pro, the 
Addict is more versatile in the park and its true twin 
tip shape allows you to transition from forward to 
switch without missing a beat. However, the apathy 
our testers felt towards this ski was, simply put, due 
to the Addict’s inability to “wow” them. We think 
expectations were high for Fischer to improve upon 
an already good ski and that didn’t happen.

h. Habit
L: 158, 168, 178   D: 111-81-111
$: 495   Stoke: 6.5
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 6
The Habit was the favorite park offering from Fischer. 
“Solid jib ski, very smooth in its transition from turn to 
turn,” said one tester. “The swing weight and general 
playfulness of this ski makes it my favorite of the 
Fischer lineup.” Your wallet will also be thanking you 
for looking at this for your new park tool. The lower 
price point makes it very attractive.

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h.
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Huck.  
Stomp.  

Thrash.  

Shred.  

Apply.

In the 3-color logo 
Left wing is PMS Process Blue; 
Right wing is PMS 369 Green. 
All other elements are Black. 

Logo can be reproduced where white is 
substituted for black on any color field. 

Logo can be reproduced in any one color a s 
long as all 3 elements are the same color . 
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OFFICIAL WINTER AT WESTMINSTER RESORT

Next semester, come to Utah and shred the pow pow. Winter at Westminster lets you ski  
   or ride 50+ days and earn 12-16 transferable credits from one of the West’s academic  
     powerhouses. Find out more at  www.gowinteratwestminster.com.

fActioN
factionskis.com
This Swiss company is finally setting up shop in 
North America with an aggressive distribution 
program. The company continues to build its 
line around a rock solid contingent of European 
athletes, including Will Burrows and Kalle 
Fredrikson. A pure freeride company, Faction 
only makes fat twin-tip skis and is a major 
player across the pond. Look for Faction to make  
an impact now that they’ve set their sights on 
North America.

a. 3.Zero
L: 183   D: 142-112-132
$: 705   Stoke: N/A
The 3.Zero is Faction’s go-to ski if you have the 
opportunity to ski deep snow and big mountains 
all year long. The 3.Zero arrived too late for our 
full testing session and thus is not ranked on 
the stoke meter. Don’t overlook the ski, though.  
The 3.Zero is a full laminate wood-core ski that 
speaks your language if you like a ski that can 
handle the speed of open faces but still slay 
backcountry kickers. 

b. Wednesday
L: 178   D: 122-92-112
$: 640   Stoke: 6
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mountain: 5
The Wednesday was a pleasant surprise for testers 
who are always a little skeptical of jumping on 
a ski from an unknown company. “A fun ski for 
the aspiring jibber,” said one tester. The lack of 
torsional rigidity bummed out some of the testers, 
but overall, the Wednesday was found to be a 
decent, fun ride.

hArt 
hartskis.com
This forgotten brand has risen from the dead. 
Distribution will be limited this year and you’ll have 
to look hard to find them. However, the company 
is making a respectable quiver that includes 
everything from a World Cup slalom ski to a couple 
of women’s twins. Its big-mountain offerings are still 
a bit narrow under foot — the largest tops out at 92 
mm at the waist.

c. Fuelie Boss
L: 195   D: 121-92-111
$: 1,100   Stoke: 6
Testers either loved the Fuelie Boss or hated it. For 
the haters, the Boss is “too stiff for pow, too fat for 
bumps and doesn’t have enough sidecut to carve.” 
For those that loved the ski, the Boss  is “great for 
a big-mountain rider on a hard pack day, is stiff 
enough to bite the snow and holds like a monkey 
on your back.” Will you love it or hate it? We don’t 
know, but this is definitely a ski that you should try 
before you buy.

d. Twisted Twin
L: 168, 176   D: 120-86-110
$: 1,050   Stoke: 3
Jumps: 4  Pipe: 4
Playfulness: 5 All-Mtn: 4
Hart was once all the rage, then went away and is 
now trying to creep its way back into the ski scene 
and onto the feet of the “new” freeride skiers. Its 
first attempt at a twin-tip, the Twisted Twin, left our 
testers downright confused. “The flex in the front 
doesn’t match the flex in the rear,” said one tester. 
“Way too buttery in the tails, making it exceptional 
for wheelies,” said another. We’re not sure, but we 
don’t think a high wheelie factor is what Hart was 
going for exactly.

a. b. c. d.

Grete Eliassen
Armada ARW Skis

Tecnica Attiva Flame Boots

Marker 20.0 Bindings

Oakley Stockholm Goggles

Oakely Finished Puzzle Puffy Jacket

Oakley Seamed Leg Pants

R.E.D. Hi-Fi Helmet

Dakine Electra Gloves

Swix Mach CT1 Composite Poles
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hEAd 
head.com
Austrian manufacturer Head builds wood-core 
skis based upon technology developed on 
the race course for its Olympic and World Cup 
athletes. The bulk of its freeride line features 
proprietary iM technology, which transforms 
mechanical impulses into electrical energy. 
Sounds techie, but the concept is simple: the 
faster you go, the stiffer the skis are. Also, Head’s 
team riders are instrumental in the R&D process: 
witness the Jon Olsson Pro, a ski designed by the 
master himself.

a. Monster 95 O.B.
L: 171, 181, 191   D: 130-94-119 @ 181
$: 1,000  Stoke: 7
This is a true big-mountain ski featuring plenty of 
girth under foot for going fast through the chop. 
You might expect these skis to be for only the 
biggest, baddest mothers on the hill but testers 
found them “quick and easy to ski for such a big 
ski.” While the quickness came as a surprise, their 
powder and crud performance is, as you’d guess, 
“awesome.” A very solid offering from Head.

b. Monster iM 88 SW
L: 164, 175, 186  D: 126-88-112 @ 175
$:  950  Stoke: 8
The little brother of the “95,” the iM88 shares 
many of the same traits as its fatter sibling. It can 
“handle the speed” and is a “great powder ski, 
especially on the steeps.” It is also slightly quicker 
edge to edge than its big brother and “is pretty 
fun in the trees.” If you like to turn a bit more and 
spend your time in the trees looking for stashes, 
this would be our suggestion over the iM95, which 
likes to run a bit straighter.

c. Mojo 90
L: 166, 176, 186, 193   D: 124-89-117 @ 176
$: 810  Stoke: 8
Jumps: 7.5 Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 9
“Jumps like hot fire!” raved one tester. The Mojo 
90 is wide enough to handle powder and crud 
with ease and holds its own in the park and 
in the air. Our testers felt this would be a great 
backcountry ski to take jumping. It’s also a stable 
and consistent ride being “very manageable 
and easy to control yet retains its ‘jibiness,’” said 
another tester.

d. J.O. Pro
L: 160, 169, 178  D: 113-77-102 @ 178
$: 710  Stoke: 8.5
Jumps: 9  Pipe: 9
Playfulness: 9 All-Mtn: 7
The J.O. Pro received rave reviews from our 
testers. “Light and nimble. Definitely a sweet 
jib stick,” said one tester. “Super light and fun,” 
commented another. This ski is narrower than 
some other park specific skis on the market but 
because of that, it was found to carve really well 
into jumps and on groomers. A great park tool 
from one of the best in the game.

e. Mojo Spawn 1
L: 160, 169, 178  D: 113-77-102 @ 178
$: 640  Stoke: 7
Jumps: 8.5 Pipe: 9
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 8
The Spawn is similar to the J.O. Pro in its dimensions 
but with a more traditional flex pattern making 
it easier and more comfortable for beginner 
park riders or those who simply aren’t fans of the 
unique, more playful flex of the J.O. Pro. The price 
is also a bit more attractive.

a. b. c. d. e.

bEst GrAPhics 
of 2008
When entering a ski shop, the wall of skis 
overwhelms the senses with colors and 
graphics. The topsheets of skis are constantly 
evolving and this year is no exception. From 
commissioned artists to a standard black top, 
each company tries to do its best to stand out, 
draw attention to itself and consequently push 
the bar. The result: ski graphics have gotten 
a serious upgrade from the plain logo-ed look 
of old. Creativity is the name of the game and 
these six models have our vote for best looking 
graphics for ’07-’08.– Nicole Birkhold

ARMADA – Pipe Cleaner
The Pipe Cleaner employs a subtle, tactful white 
topsheet with large handwriting scrawled in 
grey over both skis. They aren’t flashy like their 
brother, the AR6, and don’t scream “come look 
at me.” But sometimes the wallflower does get 
the girl, especially when he’s as classy and 
cool as the graphics of these skis. pg. 128 

HEAD – J.O. Pro
When asking around the office which skis 
graphics stuck out in people’s heads, the 
unanimous first response was the Jon Olsson 
Pro. The twin models Jon handpicked to grace 
the top of his ski are ridiculously good-looking. 
What guy wouldn’t want to stare at that the 
entire lift ride? Just don’t miss the off ramp. 
pg. 146

ROSSIGNOL – Steeze
When this big and bold ski showed up at 
our park test, the topsheet was either loved 
or hated. The pink cartoon drawings laden 
with hearts and rainbows do require a 
guy be fairly secure with his sexuality to be 
comfortable on these. But like them or not, 
the fact that they solicit discussion wherever 
they go says something about the success of  
these graphics. pg. 162

VOLKL – Bridge
The Bridge features incredibly detailed 
graffiti-like art on a muted tan background. 
At first glance, the ski looks busy and one 
wouldn’t think too much past its similarity to 
the side of a tagged freight train. But upon 
closer inspection, looking at the intricate 
drawings of diverse groups of people, 
trains and handwritten names of past Volkl  
park models can keep one occupied for quite 
some time. pg. 172

DYNASTAR – Trouble Maker 
Suggestive lips, rainbows and thousands of 
dollars in diamonds grace the tops of these 
skis. What? Sounds weird, eh? But it works. The 
black background and previously described 
graphics all come together in a nice looking 
package. The Trouble Maker bindings and 
boots employ the same themes complete with 
polished red lips. pg. 136

ROXY – Black Magic & Broomstix
Girls in the market for a good-looking, two-ski 
quiver, look no further than the Black Magic 
and Broomstix. The Black Magic is primarily 
black while the Broomstix are primarily white 
but both have the same general theme of 
skulls and line art. Additionally, both skis have 
matching bindings so you can simply hang up 
your skis in your room during the off-season 
and have a couple nice pieces of art. pg. 164
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icELANtic 
icelanticboards.com
Colorado-based Icelantic makes short, fat skis that 
often leave people scratching their heads. Why 
are they so short? Icelantic says that the lengths 
of its skis, coupled with the substantial footprint, 
make for very maneuverable, versatile skis that 
remain stable. Because of this, these tools are best 
used for all-terrain adventures. New this year is the 
Pilgrim, a dedicated park and pipe ski that is the 
closest thing to a traditional ski the company offers.

a. Shaman
L; 161, 173   D: 160-110-130
$: 620 @ 173   Stoke: 6.5
The Shaman is the closest thing to a big-mountain 
offering from Icelantic, a company that makes 
alpine touring boards primarily designed for 
backcountry skiing and touring. The massive 
sidecut of this ski, coupled with the length make 
it “turn on a dime.” Surprisingly, the Shaman is 
also “pretty damn stable for its length.” It’s still a 
unique offering though, and “is most at home in 
really tight trees.”

b. Nomad
L: 156, 168   D: 140-105-130
$: 590   Stoke: 6
The Nomad is Icelantic’s answer to an all-mountain, 
all-conditions, all-terrain ski. Not surprisingly, the 
168 was our favorite. We just think that a 156 cm tool 
is still too short for all-mountain skiing, especially 
when you are charging at high speeds. The 168 
has added stability but make no mistake, this is 
still a ski that “wants to turn, turn, turn,” and it can 
be “surprisingly stable when on edge.”

c. Scout
L: 143   D: 140-105-130
$: 520   Stoke: N/A
The ski that started it all for Icelantic is short — 
very short. It’s also, according to both our testers 
and editorial staff, a highly specific tool, which is 
why it would be unfair to rank this ski on our stoke 
meter. If you ski a lot of backcountry, and find 
yourself climbing a ton, bushwhacked through 
trees and on  wind scoured ridges, this unique ski 
has all the benefits of a pair of snowshoes (very 
light, easy to maneuver) and — unlike snowshoes 
—let’s you rip it up when you point ‘em down.

d. Pilgrim
L: 151, 169   D: 127-90-115
$: 570 @ 169   Stoke: 6.75
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 8
For a ski company that has been focused 
on creating innovative tools to shred the 
backcountry, Icelantic stretches its mold a little bit 
with the Pilgrim. Designed to shred all-mountain 
and dabble successfully in the park, the Pilgrim 
gives skiers a more stable ride than the average 
park-specific ski. The traditional Icelantic shape, 
however, of being wider and shorter than the 
average bear, caused our true park riders a bit 
of concern. “The Pilgrim is great for riding all-
mountain,” said one tester. “But the response isn’t 
quite there for park.”

a. e.b. c. d.

hiGh sociEtY 
highsocietyfreeride.com
The Aspen-based company has seen its 
independent spirit embraced by the freeride 
scene since its startup in 2003. Now in its fifth 
year of production, High Society maintains its 
independence, rider-owned mentality and 
commitment to producing quality products 
with a passion for the snow sports industry. 

e. FR 
L: 171, 179, 187   D: 124-92-114 @ 179
$: 630   Stoke: 7.5
High Society has put together its FR with a 
stronger, lighter poplar core, new dampening 
technology and faster bases. The ski comes 
in three sizes, each getting wider as it gets 
longer. Our park testers were able to ski 
the 171 and 179. These skis “loved rails and 
air and were happier jibbing around than 
carving on groomers.” According to our big-
mountain testers, the 187 was “awesome in 
powder,” very consistent” and “smeared 
turns with ease.”
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k2 
k2skis.com
One of the stalwarts of the freeriding scene, K2 
has a top-notch team with riders who contribute to 
the company’s R&D, killer artists who create high-
impact graphics and some of the best prices in the 
industry. With the amount of time and research K2 
puts into its product, it’s no wonder the company 
makes some of the best skis available today.

a. Pontoon
L: 179, 189   D: 160-130-120
$: 1,000    Stoke: 8.5 
When the Pontoon debuted in 2007, it wowed 
testers with its phenomenal powder performance. 
The unchanged 2008 version is “unbelievable 
in the soft stuff!” On the Pontoon, “no matter how 
deep, any powder line is effortless” and “dropping 
airs in the fluff is like being on autopilot.” But 
make no mistake: while the ski rules in powder it’s 
horrid once you’re on the hardpack. The Pontoon 
is definitely an addition to the quiver and not 
something to use every day.

b. Hellbent
L: 169, 179, 189   D: 150-122-141
$: 800   Stoke: 7
Another innovative, new-shape ski, the Hellbent is 
a reverse camber twin that performs best in soft 
snow. The camber “makes the ski float turns,” and 
it’s “easy to smear off speed on the steep stuff.” 
On the flip side, some testers found the Hellbent 
to be “clumsy.” There’s no doubt that new shapes 
like those of the Hellbent and Pontoon aren’t for 
everyone and the performance of these skis can 
be limited to specific snow conditions. But if you 
already own a pair of skis for general use and 
want to try a new shaped tool, the Hellbent could 
be the way to go. 

c. Seth 
L: 169, 179, 189   D: 130-98-118
$: 775   Stoke: 9
Easily K2’s top big-mountain ski for 2008, the 
Seth is “great in the crud and powder,” where 
it “busts through chop at high speeds without 
deflecting.” The high-speed stability of the Seth 
isn’t compromised by a lack of quickness. Testers 
found them to be “very responsive” and the ski  
was easily one of the top big-mountain rides tested 
in Solitude. 

d. Phat Luv
L: 146, 153, 160, 167, 174   D: 135-102-121
$: 750   Stoke: 8
One of the top women-specific freeride skis 
according to testers, the Phat Luv is “floaty and easy 
to turn in the powder” and can “handle aggressive 
skiing without wimping out.” The Phat Luv will most 
definitely allow the expert and advanced women 
out there to be comfortable in the performance of 
her ski anywhere on the mountain.

e. Nancy
L: 159, 169, 179   D: 128-95-118
$: 750   Stoke: 7
Another solid women’s offering from K2, the Nancy 
“holds a solid edge on groomers” and “easily 
powers through broken up snow.” However, true 
experts may find the Nancy a bit soft. “It’s almost 
too soft, but that makes it easy to turn,” commented 
one tester, who much preferred the Phat Luv. If 
you’re still figuring out how to straightline couloirs, 
the Nancy is a good ski. If you’ve been there, done 
that, go with the Phat Luv.

f. PE
L: 159, 164, 169, 174, 179   D: 118-85-109
$: 550   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 6  All-Mtn: 8
Remaining a staple in the industry as a solid park 
ski that can transition to all-mountain, the PE didn’t 
disappoint this season. “It still holds on to anything 
and butters like crazy,” was a common theme 
amongst our testers’ reactions. It was reported 
to have a smooth flex and was “big and ballin’” 
according to one enthusiastic tester.

g. Fujative
L: 159, 169, 179   D: 113-85-104
$: 435   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 6
The Fujative, as always, is a solid player in the K2 
line. One tester said, “The swing weight is great 
with a center-mount or a half centimeter back. 
Weight is light and lively, flex is soft and even.” With 
a slightly straighter sidecut than the PE, it cruised 
switch well and was “buttery, yet stable at speed.”

h. Silencer
L: 159, 169, 179   D: 113-80-104
$: 375   Stoke: 7.5
Jumps: 9    Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 7
“This ski silences everyone with its epicness,” was 
heard echoing throughout Keystone’s A51 while 
this ski was making the rounds. Testers found these 
skis to be amazingly lively and playful. Being a 
specific jib-specific ski from K2, the all-mountain 
performance was light but the dedication this ski 
shows to the park more than made up for what it 
lacks elsewhere.

i. Missdemeanor
L: 154, 159, 164, 169   D: 113-80-104
$: 535   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 6  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 6 All-Mtn: 8
This women-specific little sister of the PE felt heavy 
and clunky to our female testers. “The swing weight 
was incredibly unbalanced and I had a hard time 
locking onto rails,” said one tester. “The ski was 
definitely more at home on the groomers and on 
other parts of the mountain aside from the park,” 
said another. It’s a good-looking ski and possibly, 
with a lighter binding mounted further forward, it 
would have seen better results.

j. Missconduct
L: 159, 169, 179   D: 113-80-104
$: 375   Stoke: 8
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 9
Playfulness: 6 All-Mtn: 7
Similar to the Silencer in its dimensions and 
performance, the Missconduct appears to be  the 
ski to ride from K2 if you’re a jibtastic chick. “The 
weight in the air felt fairly even. It turns well and 
jumps well,” said an enthusiastic tester. The all-
white graphics with hot pink bases are sure to be 
a hit on the women’s market. 

Jen hudak
Salomon The Dumont Skis

Salomon Scarlet Boots

Salomon STH 16 Bindings

Bolle Nova Goggles

Salomon Bomb Drop Jacket

Salomon Cord 2 Pants

Salomon Patrol Poles

NEW-shAPEd skis
As ski manufacturers battle it out to create the most progressive, innovative 
and ultimately perfect tools for specific jobs, the shapes of skis are changing 
dramatically. Reverse sidecuts, reverse cambers, combinations of the two, 
and even a reverse sidecut with a standard sidecut under foot are invading 
ski shops. Check out this year’s “New Shape” skis.

Armada ARG 
$800     D: 125-135-133-135-120
Reverse camber, reverse sidecut with 
standard sidecut under foot.

Drake Powder Tools Lotus 138 
$960     D: 140-138-139
Reverse camber with a mere 2 mm 
change in sidecut from tip to waist.

Fischer 207 
$1000     D: 150-121-130
Tip is shaped like the bow of a speed 
boat, tail has a surfing fin, and the 
whole thing is just plain big.

K2 Pontoon 
$1000     D: 160-130-120
Starts huge at the tip, getting con-
sistently narrower to the tail, 
and employs a reverse camber. 

K2 Hellbent 
$800     D: 150-122-141
Reverse camber, regular shape.

Line EP Pro 
$865     D: 153-127-150
Early rise, early taper. Not completely 
reverse camber, but based on the 
same concept.

Salomon Rocker 
$1115     D: 147-127-137
Reverse camber with a swallow tail.

Stockli Stormrider DP Pro  
$1040     D: 125-94-111
Asymmetrical tail, which changes 
the performance of the ski depend-
ing on which foot you put them on 
due to a change in the orientation of 
a plate on the tail.

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. j.

Terms:
Reverse Camber: Placing most skis on the market on a solid surface will show 
the ski touches the ground near the tip and tail, with the area under the foot 
raised slightly. On the contrary, a reverse-camber ski will rest on the area di-
rectly under the foot while the tip and tail will be airborn, allowing the ski to 
rock back and forth.
Reverse Sidecut: Skis with a reverse sidecut are wider in the center than in the 
tip or tail, such as the Armada ARG.
Early Rise: All ski tips and tails rise up, but for skis with early rise, the tip and or 
tail rises earlier than is the convention. These skis share similar performance 
characteristics with reverse camber skis, though are not as pronounced.
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LibErtY 
libertyskis.com
Liberty stepped it up this year. The company 
continually asks us what it can do to improve its 
skis and it must be sincere in listening because the 
entire line-up is changed. Liberty has absolutely 
slayed it for 2008. Using a combination of bamboo 
and wood construction techniques, UHMW sidewalls 
and P-Tex 4000 sintered bases for durability and 
speed, the company has come up with some truly 
great offerings.

a. Helix
L: 176, 186   D: 135-105-122
$: 690   Stoke: 8.5
“Poppy and fun.” An “all around great ski.” “Holy 
crap! This ski is great!” Get the message? Liberty’s 
Helix is – hands down — the best ski that this small 
Colorado company has ever made. It’s so good, in 
fact, that it’s one of our Editor’s Choices for 2008. 
With bamboo sidewalls and a durable wood core, 
the Helix is “a fantastic one-ski quiver for aggressive 
experts.” 

b. Hazmat
L: 164, 171, 181, 186   D: 126-94-119 (115-85-110 @ 164) 
$: 600   Stoke: 8
The Hazmat clocks in at a close second to the Helix 
as our favorite ski from Liberty. It’s a “fast and 
responsive” ski that “carves well” and “rips through 
pow.” Liberty has another winner on their hands 
with the bamboo core, twin-tip construction of the 
Hazmat. With a slightly narrower footprint than the 
Helix, we’d suggest this ski for those who live in the 
East or who ski a bit of park from time to time.

c. Jinx
L: 157, 164, 171   D: 125-93-115 @ 171
$: 580   Stoke: 6.5
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 6
The three different lengths of the Jinx get wider as 
they get longer; the shorter being geared toward 
the park and the longer meant for all-mountain. 
Our park testers found the 157 Jinx ripped the park 
and locked solidly onto rails. Our big-mountain 
testers thought the 171 cm Jinx held its own in crud  
and powder and ripped steeps and groomers with 
no problem.

d. Phil Larose Pro
L: 157, 164, 171, 178   D: 116-87-105 @ 178
$: 580   Stoke: 6.5
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 6
Back by popular demand, the Larose Pro comes 
in four different sizes this year, all complete with a 
new bamboo sidewall that creates tons of pop and 
energy. Our testers found this ski to be “light and 
poppy” in some instances but “hard to turn and 
control” in others. “It was pretty inconsistent” in the 
park and especially the pipe. 

a. b. c. d.

Mike riddle
Dynastar Trouble Maker Skis

Lange Freeride 130 Boots

Look P 18 Bindings

Smith Phenom Goggles

SMS Puffer Jacket

SMS M Rider Pants

Smith Holt Helmet

Grenade Inshane Glove Gloves

Swix Cobra CT2 Poles
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LiNE
lineskis.com
This was the first group of Lines produced at the K2 
factory after the company was bought in 2006. We 
were anxious to see what the result would be, and 
we found that Line has maintained its identity and 
produced an independent product that skis like a 
Line, not a K2. A true innovator in the freeride scene 
for years, Line once again brings us “new and 
different” in the form of the Pollard Pro, the Blend 
and others.

a. Prophet 130
L: 186   D: 155-130-148
$: 900   Stoke: 7
Fat, beefy and very stable all aptly describe the 
Prophet 130. Testers liked this ski in the powder 
but questioned how much fun it would be in other 
conditions. “A real pow monster,” said one. Given the 
footprint of this maple-core ski, there’s no doubt that 
it will be better in some conditions than others and 
for day-in and day-out skiing, we’d have to suggest 
that you look at the Prophet 100 over the 130. 

b. Prophet 100
L: 172, 179, 186   D: 134-100-125
$: 800   Stoke: 8.5
The Prophet 100 performs well in almost every 
condition, and provides a very wide comfort zone. 
“This is a great all-around ski,” says one tester, 
adding, “it’s flexible, carves well and is good when 
riding switch.” In fact, everyone who skied the 100 
had nice things to say about the ski, which ranks 
as one of the most fun – and versatile – skis in Line’s 
quiver for 2008.

c. Prophet 90
L: 165, 172, 179, 186   D: 125-90-113
$: 700   Stoke: 7
The 90 is a great tool for those who spend “more time 
inside the ropes than out” and “would be perfect for 
back East.” It’s quick but also stable thanks to Line’s 
maple Macroblock Core and is fat enough not to be 
embarrassed in the powder and crud. A very solid, 
versatile offering from Line.

d. Pollard (EP Pro)
L: 185   D: 153-127-150
$: 865   Stoke: 6
This massive twin features what Line calls “early 
rise” and “early taper.” Early rise means the contact 
point the ski has with the snow is closer to the center 
allowing the ski to rise out of powder as opposed to 
plow through it. The early taper reduces tail drag 
and hooking. Like any ski with a new design, it had 
its fans and detractors. “I’m sure Pollard rips on it, 
but I can’t,” lamented one tester, which leaves us to 
pass along this advice: try before you buy.

e. Sir Francis Bacon
L: 182   D: 142-115-139
$: 800   Stoke: 7
“If you ski a lot of powder, you will like this ski,” 
commented one tester. It’s a feeling that was echoed 
across the board by the rest of our team in Solitude. 
While we “love this ski when it is deep,” the SFB does 
have a narrow performance range, making it less 
than ideal for a single-ski quiver.

f. Elizabeth
L: 172   D: 139-110-137
$: 800   Stoke: 8
Another fun, versatile ski from Line, the Elizabeth is 
a “soft ski that’s great in powder.” While the soft flex 
of the Elizabeth cost it stoke points with some testers 
(“too soft for me,” said one), the majority of those who 
rode it liked how easy and enjoyable the Elizabeth 
was to ski. “It was even good on the groomers!” said 
one tester who claimed the Elizabeth was his favorite 
ski of the test week.

g. Celebrity
L: 158, 165, 172   D: 125-90-113
$: 600   Stoke: 7
This women-specific model from Line made our 
lady testers happy with its broad performance 
range. “Easy to turn and maneuverable” and “great 
in soft snow” were two comments about this poplar 
wood-core ski that features a wood with carbon 
construction. Pure experts may find it a bit soft – 
“I’d opt for the Prophet 100” said one tester. But for 
many lighter women, the Celebrity will make you 
feel famous.

h. Invader
L: 151, 161, 171, 178   D: 110-83-110
$: 450   Stoke: 6
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 6
“This ski is more buttery than a bulk butter package 
from Costco,” said one tester. This could be due to 
Line’s new Butter Zone technology featured in the 
Invader and the Anthem. The ski’s construction is 
thinner at certain points in the tip and tail creating 
“distinct ‘hinge’ points”. Additionally, the Carbon 
Olliband technology of vertically laminated, 
carbon-fiber stringers increases the pop and energy 
of this ski when in the park. Accordingly, one of our 
testers thought it was “ollie loving” and “surprisingly 
fun in the pipe given its softness.”

i. Chronic
L: 156, 166, 171, 176, 181    D: 111-85-108
$: 550   Stoke: 8
Jumps: 9   Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 8
The Chronic, a name Line has used forever, has 
changed its construction this year and did quite 
well at our park test. The overall stoke was high 
for this ski, as testers felt it ripped everything from 
pipe to jump lines. The all-mountain stoke was high 
as well for this ski, which is wider under foot than 
the Invader. It’s a good choice for skiers looking to 
spend half their time in the park and half tooling 
around elsewhere.

j. Anthem
L: 161, 171, 178    D: 119-93-119
$: 530   Stoke: N/A
The Anthem is a beefed-up version of the Invader, 
sharing its Butter Zones and Carbon Ollieband. 
This additional girth gives the Anthem stability 
and more versatility in softer snow and varied 
terrain. The Anthem maintains a super jibby feel 
even with its burly dimensions and might be a 
truly fun big-mountain jib stick, but we didn’t get 
a chance to get out on these, so hopefully you can 
give them a go.

k. Blend
L: 165, 172, 179, 186   D: 125-90-113
$: 600   Stoke: N/A
Speaking of big-mountain freeriding, the Blend 
marries park and big-mountain skiing into one 
attractive package, hence the name. The freestyle 
construction combined with freeride geometry 
makes this ski one of the seemingly more versatile 
offerings from Line. The Carbon Matrix technology 
of pre-stretched, carbon-fiber stringers in the core 
makes this ski lighter than many of its competitors.

l. Shadow
L: 157, 167   D: 110-80-103
$: 500   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 7    Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 7
“Good park ski; good for a more aggressive skier. 
The graphics made me feel really exotic too!” said 
one of our female testers. The general consensus 
among the girls at the test was Line has stepped 
up its game when it comes to women’s skis. Some 
testers felt that the Shadow was a little heavy in  
the air, but was super-stable on flats and held an 
edge well. 

Lib tEch
libtechnas.com 
Lib Tech is once again making skis and calling them NAS (Narrow Ass 
Snowboards). Based in Washington and part of the Rossignol / Quiksilver 
group, Lib Tech has some decent technology to draw from and has quite 
a few new ideas of its own, such as their Magne-Traction technology. 
With Mike Wilson and Jamie Pierre contributing to R&D, you know these 
skis can take a beating and won’t be strangers to going fast and taking 
chances.

a. NAS Park Series
L: 156, 168, 176, 183     D: 117-85-111 @ 176
$: 300 per ski/600 per pair
Stoke: N/A
The Park Series skis are all sold as singles to further distinguish this brand 
from its competitors. Three different top sheets are available and, like 
the other skis from Lib Tech, the Park Series incorporates the company’s 
signature Magne-Traction technology, which puts seven serrations in 
each edge, effectively looking like wiggles. These serration, each with a 
specific purpose, create a more catch-free tip and tail and better control 
for jumps and tricks.

b. NAS Freeride Series
L: 176, 188     D: 139-93-123 @ 188
$: 300 per ski/600 per pair
Stoke: N/A
The Freeride Series skis are also sold as singles with various top sheets 
and feature the Magne-Traction technology. With the wider footprint 
and longer lengths, the Mange edges help the ski hold on ice and give 
more stability for steeps and big-mountain antics. 

c. NAS Pow Series
L: 185     D: 149-117-142
$: 300 per ski/600 per pair
Stoke: N/A
Once again sold as singles, the NAS Pow Series is specifically designed 
by Mike Wilson to handle the biggest of backcountry booters. It has lay-
ers of fiberglass sandwiched throughout the ski for power, pop and an 
even reduced swing weight. We’re hoping to hook up with these guys 
next year at Solitude and ride some fresh on these big boards.

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. j. k. l. a. b. c.
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MoVEMENt
movementskis.com
In its second year in North America, Movement 
focuses on high-performance skis with a variety of 
wood-core constructions. All are hand-crafted in 
Switzerland. Distribution of the brand is still limited, 
so look for Movement in specialty ski retailers. With 
Movement’s attention to detail and its high quality, 
this isn’t the kind of brand you’ll find in a big-box, 
discounted sporting goods outlet. They’ll be tough 
to find but the search will be worth it.

a. Goliath
L: 184, 191   D: 135-108-124 @ 191
$: 795   Stoke: 7
The Goliath is an expert-only, big-mountain ski 
that can take as much as you throw at it. As you’d 
expect from one of the flagship offerings in the 
Movement line, the ski is “best at high speeds” and 
“isn’t for the weak.” With a poplar/okume wood 
core wrapped in a dynamic tri-axial fiberglass 
torsion box, the Goliath is extremely stiff torsionally 
and very stable at speed. It “blows through crud” 
and “doesn’t bounce around at all.”

b. Baggy
L: 180   D: 132-102-122
$: 750   Stoke: 7.5
The Baggy is Movement’s backcountry twin. With 
a poplar/okume wood-core construction and 
Movement’s Power Rail Beech Composite (two 
strips of beech wood placed next to each side of 
the core) for increased edge feel and grip, the 
Baggy “rips through chop at high speeds” and is 
“fairly quick edge to edge.” The only complaint 
from testers was the graphic. “It’s freaking weird,” 
said one, “I don’t like looking at it.”

c. Gladiator
L: 183, 193   D: 125-92-113
$: 665   Stoke: 7.5
The Gladiator is designed to be more comfortable 
on-mountain than off-piste, and testers found the 
wood-core Gladiator to perform as advertised. 
“It’s a good, strong ski” that is “stable and damp,” 
and “while it seems a bit narrow for the crud, it still 
skied the junky snow really well.” We’d recommend 
this ski for skiers who spend most of their time in 
bounds and who hit a few jumps in the park on 
their way to the back bowls. 

d. Black Rose
L: 165, 175, 185   D: 121-88-110 @ 175
$: 650   Stoke: 6
Movement’s top-performing women’s ski failed to 
impress our female testers, most of whom gravitated 
towards the Baggy or the shorter version of the 
Goliath. “Really just OK,” and “nothing special. 
Handles bumps, groomers, crud, everything pretty 
well but I can’t seem to get excited about it,” were 
two comments. . 

e. Kamasutra
L: 169, 179   D: 120-88-113
$: 650   Stoke: 6.5
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 6.5
Playfulness: 6 All-Mtn: 7
The Kamasutra is Movement’s top-of-the-line 
park ski. It boasts a three-wood core: okume, 
poplar and beech. Combining a durable wood 
such as beech with a lighter wood like poplar 
allows for durability in the ski where it’s needed 
most and decreased weight for maneuverability. 
Additionally, the Kama Sutra has been beefed 
up with a Power Rail system, which is two strips of 
hardwood along the core for added edge control. It 
also comes equipped with Titanial reinforcements 
under the center of the ski to help absorb impact 
for jumps and rails.

f. Joystick
L: 166, 176   D: 113-80-105
$: 625   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 7
The Joystick is the little brother of the Kamasutra, 
but its somewhat softer, more forgiving flex pattern 
earned it better scores. It was “stable, had a solid 
flex pattern and was torsionally like a rock,” said 
one tester. Another said it was very playful and 
very strong, “You better wear ugly clothes while 
riding this ski to prevent steeze overload!”

g. Sista
L: 165, 175   D: 113-80-105
$: 600   Stoke: 7.75
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 6 All-Mtn: 9
The Sista was well received as an all-mountain ski 
but our testers thought it was too stiff for a jib stick, 
as it had trouble buttering and was not forgiving 
on jumps. One lady thought it was “really solid in 
inconsistent snow and a powerhouse in sketchy 
conditions. It had a nice shape and cut but was 
just too stiff in the park.” 

a. b. c. d. e. f. g.
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NordicA 
nordicausa.com
The heart and soul of Nordica’s line, as far 
as we are concerned (and you are, too) is the 
company’s Supercharger collection. Comprised 
of five models (including the Junior Spark ski, 
which we do not review), this tight-knit line 
features wood-core constructions, Nordica’s 
Energy Frame technology for strength and 
durability and sintered graphite bases, which 
are extremely fast and durable. 

a. Supercharger Blower
L: 185, 193   D: 139-110-129 
$775   Stoke: 8.5
The Blower is a serious ski. “It’s very stable, almost 
too much so,” said one tester. “If you are on top 
of a 2,000-foot face in AK ready to straightline, 
then this is your tool,” was another comment. 
Regardless, the 193 is for pure experts, while the 
185 offers much needed versatility to the Blower 
family. Our choice? Rock the shorter length.

b. Supercharger Enforcer
L: 169, 177, 185   D: 135-98-125 
$: 715   Stoke: 8
The wood-core Enforcer is the most versatile 
offering in Nordica’s Supercharger lineup. It’s 
a stable ski at high speeds and would be great 
for those looking for an every day ski. While you 
“might want something a bit fatter for the really 
deep days,” the Enforcer “chews up crud” and 
“can even handle tight trees.” Testers especially 
liked the 185 length, which they felt was “one of 
the better skis of the year.”

c. Supercharger Ignition
L: 156, 163, 170, 177   D: 122-84-112
$: 535   Stoke: 6.5
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 6 All-Mtn: 7
Due to the size of this ski, our testers expected 
a stiffer, beefier ride, and what they got was a 
ski that was surprisingly soft in the tips and tails 
and pretty stiff underfoot. One of our testers felt 
like “they just bent up the wall” when in the pipe. 
The softness and playfulness in the tips and tails 
made the ski “fun to jib on” and it was “pretty 
good on jumps.”

d. Supercharger Spark
L: 144, 152, 160, 168, 176   D: 118-84-110
$: 415   Stoke: 6
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 7.5
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 7
With similar dimensions to the Ignition, just 
a smaller tip and tail making it a straighter 
ski, the Spark is geared a little more toward a 
concentrated park ski. It also comes in a lovely 
pink for all the ladies — or gentlemen looking to 
make a statement — in addition to the orange 
pictured here. The Spark, living up to its name, 
had loads of energy and pop and just the right 
amount of playfulness. 

a. b. c. d.

Jess cumming
Roxy Broomstix Skis

Roxy Alakazam Boots

Roxy Broomstix Bindings

Roxy Torah Bright Signature Goggles

Roxy Mazzy Jacket

Roxy Twiggy Pants

Bern Muse / Go Fast Helmet

Roxy Superpipe Gloves

Roxy Broomstix Poles
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PALMEr
 palmerusa.com
Snowboard manufacturer Palmer’s foray into skiing is 
headlined by the P01. LA-based artist Chase was commissioned 
to ink one of the available topsheets, which includes eyeballs 
covering the top and base of the skis. Palmer was one of the 
pleasant surprises of the test this year.

a. P01 LE/P01
L: 163, 171, 179   D: 127-87-118 @ 179 
$: 750   Stoke: 7.5
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 9 All-Mtn: 7
Palmer stepped to the challenge of making skis, and our testers 
applauded. “I was super impressed,” said one of our testers, 
“the flex pattern was consistent throughout.” Another was 
“pleasantly surprised… it is very energetic and fun.” Our testers 
found the P01 to be a bit too soft for the pipe; one tester likened 
it to “spreading butter on toast in the morning, that’s how soft 
it is.”

a. Overlord
L: 183, 193   D:144-118-130 @ 193 
$: 850   Stoke: 7.5
The Overlord has a relatively normal sidecut 
and camber, but the massive tip will elicit 
plenty of comments in the lift line. Designed 
for powder days, the Overlord can be a bit 
“jumpy in crud” but “floats and turns like 
magic” in deeper snow. This ski was a great 
surprise from Prior and is a good option for a 
powder-day-only ski if you are looking to add 
something unique to your quiver.

b. Original
L: 165, 171, 181, 188, 193   D: 127-98-115 @ 188 
$: 850   Stoke: 6.5
Prior has slowly been overcoming testers’ 
skepticism about its product. Due to poor 
showings from Prior in the past, testers have 
tended to shy away. That is a mistake, because 
the company put the time in this year and the 
results prove that Prior makes decent skis. The 
Prior Original is “good for charging crud” and 
has “solid performance.” Still, it will take a 
while to win our testers’ confidence back.

Prior 
priorskis.com
Based out of Whistler, Prior started life as a snowboard manufacturer before introducing its ski 
line in 2003. The company’s line-up features wood-core sandwich construction with aspen and 
maple as the primary ingredients. Prior lets you choose base color and topsheet art when you 
order online. It’s a cool option, and one we wish more manufacturers offered.

a. a. b.

Matt Philippi
Volkl Wall Skis

Tecnica Agent 120 Boots

Marker Jester Bindings

Spy Soldier Goggles

DNA Moe Jacket

DNA Munchie Pants

Level Thunder GTX Gloves

Scott Riot Poles
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rossiGNoL 
rossignol.com
Rossignol maintains its ever-recognizable “Scratch” 
name in nearly all of its freeride skis this year. The 
line, however, has experienced a full overhaul, 
complete with new and improved graphics to 
stand out in a crowd. And with a team full of the 
likes of Treadway, Sage and Candide – to name a 
few – who’s to doubt that Rossignol is still at the top 
of the game?

a. Bandit B104 Squad
L: 189, 194   D: 130-104-117  
$980   Stoke: 8
The B104 is a serious big-mountain tool. The ski 
(in both lengths) “busts through everything” and 
“simply hauls ass.” But be forewarned, the 194 is 
for the strongest skiers only. “Too much for me,” 
commented one tester who felt that “the 189 was 
much better for my smaller size.” It’s true that the 
’89 is “a bit easier to ski in all conditions” but don’t 
be fooled. It’s still designed for experts who know 
how to ski fast.

b. Bandit B100-Quad
L: 154, 164, 174, 184   D: 130-100-120 
$930   Stoke: 8.5
While the biggest and meanest guys on the hill 
will want to ride the B104, the rest of us will be 
more than happy with the B100-Quad. More 
forgiving, more fun and more versatile than the 
104, the 100 “handles well in broken snow” and 
“is stable at speed on groomed runs.” “Powerful 
and commanding, the ski is a blast” and “is 
really mobile in tight terrain.” This is Rossi’s go 
everywhere big-mountain tool.

c. Bandit B94
L: 158, 168, 178, 185   D: 122-94-112  
$880   Stoke: N/A
Unfortunately our testers were so caught up skiing 
on the 104 and B100 that this ski didn’t get a stoke 
rating. That shouldn’t turn off fans of easy turning, 
predicable skis that can hold an edge at speed 
and cruise through powder. A few years ago we’d 
be calling any ski that clocked in at 94 underfoot 
fat, but times have changed. This is a ski for those 
who spend more time in-bounds than out, but who 
still like to poach private pow stashes on deep days. 

d. Scratch Steeze
L: 174, 185   D: 140-110-133
$850   Stoke: 9.5
“An awesome ski, with the perfect flex for its width” 
and “really stable and fun, especially in the pow” 
describe the Steeze, which is Rossi’s top-of-the-
line backcountry jib offering for 2008. The Steeze 
features Rossi’s WRS (weight reduction system). The 
result is a ski that weighs less (800 grams in the 
case of the Steeze) and has more pop for kickers. 
It’s a serious ski that is seriously fun, making it one 
of our editor’s picks.

e. Scratch Brigade
L: 171, 178, 185   D: 128-98-121
$750   Stoke: 6
The Brigade sits in the grey area between a pure 
park offering and a backcountry jib ski. What that 
means for you is that this ski does everything fairly 
well, but true big-mountain skiers will quickly 
discover the Brigade’s shortcomings. Bigger, 
heavier testers found that the ski was “hard to turn 
in deep snow” and “got bounced around in the 
chop.” Lighter athletes liked how the ski was “easy 
to turn” and “was nice and soft, which I like.” How 
you will like this ski will depend on how hard you 
ski, and how much you weigh.

f. Scratch Girl BC
L: 140, 150, 160, 170   D: 120-90-113 
$550   Stoke: 8.5
One of the top women’s skis available for 2008, the 
Scratch Girl BC is built around Rossi’s F.I.T core. 
This women-specific core combines two types of 
wood wrapped in a special fiberglass torsion box. 
The flex of the ski gets softer in shorter lengths. In 
addition, the core is exceptionally light, meaning 
the ski is easier to turn and more fun. Does it work? 
Our testers think so. “A great all-mountain ski” and 
“lively and responsive” are two of the accolades.

g. Scratch Ghetto
L: 167, 174, 181   D: 116-84-109 
$: 630   Stoke: 8
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 7.5
“They felt like my favorite pair of kicks – just dying 
to get out of the closet and start rollin’,” said one 
tester. The Ghetto is a “huge step up from the ‘FS’ 
of old” said another. The Ghetto utilizes the Weight 
Reduction System (WRS) that was developed with 
the help of Candide Thovex. Essentially, the WRS 
has strands of fiber that run tip to tail with a higher 
concentration under the foot. This allows for 
reduced weight in the tip and tail giving the ski an 
even flex pattern, increased durability and added 
pop in the pipe and on jumps.

h. Scratch Bling
L: 160, 170, 176, 182   D: 120-88-113 
$: 550   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 7
The Bling is one of Rossignol’s price point offerings 
that transitions easily from backcountry to 
park, thanks to its fairly neutral dimensions. It 
incorporates many of Rossignol’s traditional 
technologies, including slanted sidewalls and 
shock absorbers in the tip and tail. It is heavier 
than the Ghetto, but our testers felt that this ski is 
a great value.

i. Scratch Girl FS
L: 138, 148, 158, 168   D: 110-80-103 
$: 480   Stoke: 9
Junps: 9  Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 9
The Girl FS was a hit with our women testers. Rossignol 
found the perfect balance between stiffness and 
flexibility to please our ladies in the park and 
cruising the rest of the mountain, as well. Their 
women-specific flex pattern uses looser fiberglass 
weaves wrapped around their poplar and fume 
wood core creating a softer flex that was clearly a 
hit with our testers. 

j. Trixie
L: 138, 148, 158, 168   D: 110-80-103 
$: 400   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 5  Pipe: 5
Playfulness: 9.5 All-Mtn: 9
Another price-point ski from Rossignol, the Trixie 
features the same dimensions as the Girl FS without 
some of the more advanced technology. Perfect 
for the beginner jibber or girl who wants to ski 
comfortably around the entire mountain. Women 
on a tight budget can purchase these lovely ladies, 
including a boot and binding made to compliment 
the Trixie, for under $500. 

Amplid amplid.com
Germany’s Amplid makes skis, snow-
boards and has branded bindings. They 
have five offerings, including the Milo, a 
women’s specific big-mountain tool with a 
128-95-118 footprint.

Axunn axunn.com
Based out of Chamrousse, France, and 
launched by veterans of Dynamic and Ox-
bow, this company makes skis, surfboards 
and sunglasses.

Backside backside-skis.com
Ash and Maple wood core skis for big-
mountain and pow riding highlight this 
brand out of La Grave, France.

Birdos birdos.com
Birdos makes three models of handmade 
skis out of Andermatt, Switzerland, plus 
custom skis on request.

Black Crows blackcrows-skis.com
This French company creates very serious 
big-mountain tools designed with the help 
of team riders such as Bruno Compagnet.

Bumtribe Bumtribe.net
Based in Chamonix, Bumtribe makes four 
different freeride skis all of which feature a 
wood core, sandwich construction.

Pure
pure-skis.com
Based in Switzerland, this company uses 
high-quality, hands-on manufacturing 
processes to produce three models includ-
ing a swallowtail powder ski.

Ridea
rideaskis.com
Formerly part of Bumtribe, Swedish com-
pany Ridea produces a variety freeride 
models with white-ash wood cores and 
ABS sidewalls.

Spoilt
spoiltski.com
Directional fat skis, custom boards to your 
specs and semi-custom skis are all part of 
Spoilt’s line straight out of Italy.

ZAG
zagskis.com
Five wood-core models, including a 201cm 
big-mountain cruiser, are available from 
this French company.

UNUSUAL FROM EUROPE 
OLD WORLD BOUTIQUE SKI MANUFACTURERS 
START TO MAKE AN IMPACT
If you happened to be in Chamonix last winter, you may have noticed a tough, bearded 
Frenchman incessantly spinning laps on the Grand Montets. You may also have wondered 
what the hell he was skiing on: huge massive black boards with a bright pink logo. If, your 
curiosity piqued, you tried to catch up with him on your next run, you would have quickly 
realized that he was very, very good, and you would have been dusted in seconds.

The bearded guy in question happens to be Bruno Compagnet, one of a handful of 
French big-mountain competitors who dominated IFSA events but has since moved on. 
Yeah, Compagnet still competes a bit and he sure hasn’t lost his touch. But he’s now the 
Technical Manager of a small ski company called Black Crows. And those big boards he 
was on in Chamonix? They’re the visible manifestation of a ski manufacturing revolution 
sweeping Europe.

The vast majority of start-up ski companies in the last decade have been North 
American. But as the freeriding revolution goes global, a slew of new ski manufacturers 
is popping up in Europe. The companies include Black Crows and brands with names 
like Bumtribe, Amplid, Spoilt and Zag. While it is too soon to know which of the myriad 
of brands that are part of this European explosion will survive, there’s no doubt  
that something interesting is going on in the Old World. Here’s a review of the most 
promising brands. -Tom Winter

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. j.
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roxY 
roxy.com/snow
If you attended any competitions this season and 
didn’t see at least two girls per comp on Roxy 
skis, we’re going to guess you had a seeing eye 
dog with you. Roxy reps have been scouring the 
country and signing up girls left and right, from the 
grassroots level up to Sarah Burke herself. As far as 
the company’s product goes, Roxy has stepped it 
up from last year with a full line of competition-
worthy twin tips, highlighted by the park specific 
Broomstix and big-mountain oriented Black Magic. 
Ladies, enjoy.

a. Black Magic
L: 166, 176   D: 124-92-114 
$: 730   Stoke: 8
The Black Magic from Roxy reflects the huge strides 
the company has made in improving its 2007 line. 
The ski is loaded with lots of pop thanks to the 
Spring Blade construction it employs. According to 
our lighter skiers, the Black Magic is an “easy, fun 
ski.” This is a do-it-all tool, great for all-mountain 
and park skiing. Definitely a step in the right 
direction for Roxy. 
 

b. Phoenix
L: 150, 160, 168, 176   D: 120-83-110 
$: 960   Stoke: 7.5
Testers found that the Phoenix suffers from a lack 
of beefiness. “Could be stiffer” and “a bit too soft” 
were two comments. But the ski does score well in 
variable conditions. “Much better in variable snow 
than I thought it would be” and “powered through 
broken up snow” were two comments. The Phoenix 
is “very turny.” That trait, combined with the softer 
flex make it a good choice for lighter riders who 
like to turn.

c. Broomstix
L: 155, 165, 175   D: 112-78-102 
$: 600   Stoke: 8
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 7
Incredibly jibby, this ski loves to spin and butter 
around the park. It’s not as stiff as needed for 
ultimate all-mountain performance, but the 
Broomstix will serve any chick well both on 
jumps and in the pipe. “Super-light swing weight, 
forgiving and snappy under foot,” commented 
one tester. Also, in signature Roxy style, this ski has 
matching boots, poles, bags and outerwear so 
you can cruise around the hill in fashion morning  
to night.

d. Alakazam
L: 148, 158, 168   D: 11-80-103 
$: 460   Stoke: 6
Jumps: 7.5 Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 6  All-Mtn: 4
The Alakazam will magically make you a good 
skier. Or at least it will help you progress your park 
skiing. One of our female testers thought it was 
“stable for jumping and stable in the pipe. It is a 
good intermediate ski but is less solid in iffy snow 
than the Broomstix.” It comes in shorter lengths, 
making it great for those beginning their park 
career or just looking for a smooth and easy way 
down the mountain.

a. b. c. d.

sarah burke
Roxy Broomstix Skis

Roxy Black Magic Boots

Roxy Broomstix Bindings

Smith Phenom Goggles

Roxy Scavenger Hunt Jacket

Roxy Trip Fontaine Pants

Smith Holt / Monster Helmet

Roxy Utility Gloves

Swix Cobra CT2 Poles
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sALoMoN
salomon-sports.com
With its move to Ogden, Utah, Salomon will be 
at the epicenter of ski manufacturing in North 
America, not to mention have access to some 
of the best testing – and proving – grounds in 
the industry. In addition to the new location, 
the company has some of the most dominant 
athletes of any freeride team from which to draw 
feedback. No doubt Salomon will continue to 
push the envelope.

a. X-Wing Lab
L: 198   D: 140-107-120
$: 1,115   Stoke: 8
For some testers the Lab is “close to the one ski I’d 
ever need.” For others, it is a monster. “Way too big 
for me,” was one comment. It’s true that the Lab 
is “a lot of ski” but if you can handle this beast, 
you’ll be riding a tool that’s “great in wide open 
powder” and that skis “shorter than its length. As 
one tester aptly states: “It’s a great ski for big kids, 
but be prepared.”

b. XW Sandstorm
L: 173, 180, 187   D: 135-99-125 @ 180
$: 915   Stoke: 7.5
The Sandstorm is a rocket that “loves speed” 
and “takes some muscle to ski.” Not for the weak, 
you have to be aggressive on this ski. “It’s not 
a short radius turner” and “likes to make GS 
turns everywhere, no matter the terrain or the 
conditions.” “When you get it working, man, it 
works!” enthused one tester, who liked the “stiff 
and tight feeling” of the Sandstorm.

c. Rocker 
L: 192   D: 147-127-137
$: 1,155   Stoke: 9
Yet another in a long list of new-shape skis that are 
appearing everywhere, the Rocker is Salomon’s 
contribution to this phenomenon with a reverse-
camber offering. With plenty of powder to ski at 
Solitude, testers loved it. “Hands down the best 
specialty ski on the shop rack,” raved one, who 
said that the Rocker “turned very quickly” and 
was “fat and fun.” On powder days it’s an ideal 
tool being “fun, floaty and incredibly turny for a 
big ski.”

d. Gun
L: 164, 174, 181, 188   D: 130-96-124 @ 174 
$: 925   Stoke: 8
There is little doubt in our mind that the Gun 
will, like the ski that spawned it (Salomon’s 
Pocket Rocket), be extremely popular. This is an 
everyday tool that “makes skiing fun and easy.” 
“I didn’t break a sweat,” said one tester who loved 
the fact that the Gun is a “great do-everything 
tool.” The Gun is “good in all conditions” and is 
“a great all-around ski.” If you only can buy one 
ski, ski everywhere on the mountain and want 
something that puts a smile on your face every 
day, start packing the Gun.

e. Scarlet
L: 164, 174, 181   D: 130-96-124 @ 174
$: 925   Stoke: N/A
The Scarlet is essentially the Gun with the standard 
graphic change to appeal to women. Like the 
Gun, the Scarlet will be a great one-ski product 
that will shred all conditions. With a 96 mm waist, 
the Scarlet will take you all over the mountain 
and under some ropes to boot. We recommend 
this ski to the girl who keeps up with the boys and 
maybe even beats them down a tree run or two 
on an epic powder day. 

f. The Dumont
L: 161, 171, 176, 181   D: 117-83-110 @ 171
$: 725   Stoke: 7.5
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 9
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 6
“With a ski like this, it’s no wonder Simon boosts 
bigger than all,” said one tester who hiked the 
pipe over and over with The Dumonts in hand. 
With the only full-wood core in Salomon’s Freestyle 
line, The Dumont packs plenty of pop. “Solid on 
black diamonds, the greens and everything in 
between,” said one tester, “Great on jumps and in 
the pipe too!” If you’re looking for the perfect tool 
to improve your pipe skiing and let you to cruise 
elsewhere with ease as well, it may be worth 
taking a look at The Dumont.

g. Thruster
L: 151, 161, 171, 181   D: 117-83-110 @ 161
$: 595   Stoke: 8.5
Jumps: 9  Pipe: 9
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 6
Testers loved the Thruster at our park test, 
enough to solicit an Editor’s Pick from us. The 
Isocell wood core combines wood with foam 
to create a durable, yet softer flex, allowing 
for a more playful feel. “It’s so buttery in the 
dopest way,” said one tester, “It’s quick and 
responsive on rails and in the pipe. The 
Thruster also incorporates Salomon’s Pulse 
Pad technology in the tip and tail, creating 
smoother and softer landings.

h. Temptress
L: 151, 161, 171   D: 117-83-110
$: 595   Stoke: 6
Jumps: 6  Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 5 All-Mtn: 7 
For carving and ripping up the groomers, 
the Temptress is a solid ski, but the softness 
and inability of the tips to initiate a turn led 
one tester to feel as though she was getting 
“tossed around in the crud.” “It was great 
for carving and holding on… but it wasn’t 
very jibalicious,” said another. The stiffness 
of this ski turned some of our testers off to its 
park abilities, so our recommendation is to 
try the Temptress out if you’re looking for a 
solid ski that will take you everywhere, just 
don’t expect it to butter around the park.

i. Mynx
L: 150, 158, 166, 174   D: 124-81-112@158
$: 725   Stoke: 6.5
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 6 All-Mtn: 7
As one of our testers aptly put it, “this is the 
baby result of two Foils making love…” He was 
probably pretty accurate in a creepy sort of 
way. The Mynx has the same construction 
and nearly identical dimensions to last 
year’s Foil, making the Mynx the way to 
go for a women-specific park tool from 
Salomon. One of our testers found it to be 
“stable for jumping” and “locked onto a 
rail nicely. A great, forgiving ski for those 
looking to progress in the park.”

sammy carlson
Salomon Thruster Skis

Salomon SPK Pro Model Boots

Salomon STH 16 Bindings

Oakley Crowbar Goggles

Oakley Evo Lite Jacket

Oakley Over The Top Pants

Oakley Hybrid Under Gloves

Salomon Foil Poles

Pro ModELs
Companies have been releasing pro model skis 
for as long as freestyle skis have been made. K2 
started it all with the Wayne Wong and many years 
later Salomon took the torch and released the JF, 
JP and Vinnie models to promote the Teneighty 
line. 

Over the past several years, newer companies 
such as 4FRNT have driven the idea of pro models 
home with job-specific skis being promoted by the 
ones who helped create them. And not to be left 
behind, companies such as Blizzard are stepping 
into the pro model game in an effort to get to  
the top.

If you relate closely with a pro and think his 
ski would be perfect for you, check out one of the 
following options and we’ll see you when you turn 
pro yourself.

4FRNT EHP (Eric Hjorleifson) - $850
4FRNT VCT (Vincent Dorion) - $750
4FRNT MSP (Matt Sterbenz) - $650
4FRNT TNK (Niklas Karlstrom) - $500
4FRNT STL (Steele Spence) - $550
Armada Ant Pro - $750
Armada T-Hall - $610
Blizzard Titan Kreitler - $1275 (w/ bindings)
Head J.O. Pro - $710
K2 Seth - $775
K2 Fujative - $435
Liberty Phil Larose Pro - $580
LIne Pollard (EP PRO) - $865
Salomon The Dumont - $725
Stockli Stormrider DP Pro - $1050
Stockli Stormrider Scot Schmidt - $1040

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i.
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scott 
 scottusa.com
Scott continues its tradition of introducing 
a small quiver of wood-core skis with 
exclusive technology like Energy 
Transfer Platform (ETP), which increases 
torsional stiffness without affecting 
longitudinal flex. The P4’s graphics 
have been updated for ’08, but the 
line essentially remains the same  
as 2007’s offerings, with the exception of  
the Punisher.

a. P4
L: 171, 181, 191   D: 134-108-128 @ 181
$: 675   Stoke: 8.5
With two sheets of titanal and a wood 
core, the P4 is definitely for aggressive 
skiers who ski fast. “A great all mountain 
ski,” commented one tester. “Just soft 
enough but still really solid, a true one-
ski quiver.” In the wrong hands, the P4 
can feel “sluggish” and you “have to get 
the ski moving to really enjoy it.” 

b. Punisher
L: 162, 172, 182, 191  D: 128-89-115 @ 182
$: 600   Stoke: 8
The Punisher is essentially a twin-tip 
version of the Mission, meaning Scott 
intended this baby to be able to transition 
from all-mountain to park with the 
greatest of ease. In reality it didn’t quite 
meet the mark. That’s not to say the ski 
wasn’t liked — it received high marks in 
the all-mountain category and slayed the 
powder — but wasn’t a friend to the pipe 
skier and its heavy, unbalanced swing 
weight made spinning anything over 
a 540 a bit of a challenge. The overall 
consensus amongst our testers was this 
ski could punish the backcountry and 
punish you if you tried to leave it.

c. Mission
L: 168, 178, 183   D: 128-89-115 @ 178
$: 675   Stoke: 8
“Ugly graphics!,” was one of the 
comments regarding the topsheet of 
the Mission. Regardless if you hate or 
love the paint job on the Mission, the 
ski itself “holds its own in every kind of 
terrain, including choppy crud.” One of 
our favorites for 2007, the Mission slips a 
bit on the stoke meter, a reflection of the 
fact that other companies are making 
skis that have caught up to Scott. Does 
this mean you shouldn’t consider this 
“amazingly versatile ski?” Not at all. 
It still ranks as a top one-ski option for 
2008 and a great choice for aggressive  
skiers everywhere.

d. P3
L: 158, 168, 178, 184  D: 118-82-108 @ 178
$: 475   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mountain: 8
The P3 is much more at home in the 
park than other Scott sticks. Built with 
a sandwich core construction, the P3 
provides pop and stability at the same 
time. Our bigger testers overwhelmingly 
found it more fun than our smaller guys 
due to its fairly stiff flex pattern. Those 
who were able to ride this ski happily 
found it to be poppy and were able to 
“cruise switch with no problem.”

stockLi
stockli.com
Based in Switzerland, Stockli isn’t a major player in the US market, and 
the company’s skis can be hard to find. Manufactured with the same 
attention to detail as the heralded Swiss watches, Stockli’s skis are built 
with a sandwich construction, with both wood and synthetic cores, and 
the company isn’t afraid to tap into outside expertise to help design the 
freeride line. Both Scot Schmidt and Dominique Perret have left their 
mark on the company’s big-mountain tools. With three new park and 
pipe offerings, Stockli is bringing the durability and toughness of their 
big-mountain line to jibbers. Unfortunately we did not get the company’s 
2008 product to test, so stoke meter ratings are N/A.

e. Stormrider DP Pro
L: 174, 184, 193, 201   D: 125-94-111
$: 1,050   Stoke: N/A
Legendary French big-mountain athlete Dominique Perret designed 
this wood-core ski with a sandwich construction. The ski features 
an asymmetric tail with polyamide inserts that allows the skis to be 
swapped from right to left to change their performance.  When the 
polyamide inserts are on the inside of the ski, the DP Pro is, according to 
Stockli, torsionally softer, for a surfy ride in powder. Swap the skis from 
right to left (with the inserts on the outside edge) and the ski performs 
better on hard snow conditions.

f. Stormrider Scot Schmidt
L: 178, 188   D: 122-89-112
$: 1,040   Stoke: N/A
Scot Schmidt’s pro model, the Stormrider Scot Schmidt, returns 
unchanged for 2008. In past years, Freeskier staffers have found that 
this ski likes to go fast and straight. Available only in North America, 
the Scot Schmidt features a wood core, sandwich construction and is 
relatively beefy. Only the strong need apply.

g. Stormrider XXXL
L: 164, 178, 188   D: 122-89-112
$: 1,040   Stoke: N/A
The XXXL is billed as Stockli’s big-mountain, off-piste ski. At just under 
90 mm at the waist, some skiers will find this ski a bit narrow. However, 
there’s no doubt that the relatively stiff, directional, wood-core XXXL can 
handle speed and — given the ski’s footprint — make long radius turns. 
Skiers who like the feeling of a race ski, and who tend to carve their 
turns no matter what the snow conditions should enjoy the XXXL.

a. b. c. d. e. f. g.
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sUrfAcE 
surfaceskis.com
Surface was started three years ago by a 
few collaborators looking for some fun and 
a couple of skis they could all enjoy. After 
the first season completed with just six skis in 
production, Surface was able to hook up with 
an Austrian manufacturer and start a full blown 
production cycle. With three models available 
ranging from a true park ski to big-mountain 
twin, Surface offers something for everyone.

a. Live Life
L: 179   D: 142-112-138
$: 580   Stoke: N/A
Surface’s Live Life is a backcountry freeride ski 
that’s beefy enough for bigger lines and kickers 
like Chad’s Gap. The Live Life has Surface’s S1 
Carbon wood core to reduce weight and ABS 
sidewalls for strength and durability. With a 
fairly large footprint, the Live Life can handle 
the rigors of backcountry jibbing like riding 
switch into choppy snow. And the directional 
twin shape means you don’t give up big-
mountain performance.

b. Watch Life
L: 171, 181   D: 122-87-112 @ 181
$: 350   Stoke: 7
Jumps: 6    Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 7 All-Mnt: 8
The Watch Life came to our test mounted center 
and tuned well, two good qualities for a park 
demo. Our testers loved the flex pattern as it 
was “sweet, torsionally very rigid.” One tester 
was so amped, he spun it around A51 over and 
over and raved, “Awesome park ski! If you like 
style, grace and skiing, this ski is for you.”

sWitch
 rideswitch.com
Switch is a small Colorado manufacturer 
that builds skis featuring full-width 
wood cores with a triaxial fiberglass 
laminate for durability. The company 
essentially builds one ski, but each 
length has a different shape: the longer 
the ski, the fatter it is. Switch can also 
build skis to your own specs, a welcome 
offering in a world where it’s hard to find 
individually tailored products built for 
specific needs.

c. Havoc
L: 180  D: 114-86-114
$: 550   Stoke: 6
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 6
Playfulness: 7 All-Mnt: 7
Last year we panned Switch, giving the 
company a mere 4 on the stoke meter. 
This year conditions were different 
and it moved up a couple of notches. 
Both our all-mountain and park testers 
agreed the ski was a better incarnation 
that the previous version. The skis were 
still “weird on groomers” and had a 
“small sweet spot” but in deeper snow 
they performed much better, with one 
tester describing them as “great fun.” 
Our park testers thought the ski was 
“super playful” and one commented, “I 
like the symmetrical feel.”

UNitY 
unitysnowboards.com
Colorado-based snowboard company Unity has been 
making skis for special friends and clients for three years. 
Increased word of mouth demand led to the company’s 
decision to add skis to its snowboard line for 2008. Unity 
has four offerings for next year that all boast a two-year 
warranty and full-length maple cores. We tested two: the 
HiattTwin, designed by pro athlete Trevor Hiatt, and the 
181 cm PowSki.

d. HiattTwin
L: 190   D: 155-140-155
$: 800   Stoke: 7.5
These skis are massive at 190 cm long and 140 mm under 
foot. The design lends itself to use in powder and soft snow 
conditions. Testers found them “easy, easy, easy” to ski in 
the fresh stuff and liked the “super-surfy” feel. But make 
no mistakes. This ski is not a carver. Like the other Unity 
ski we tried, the ski — due to its girth — feels more like a 
snowboard underfoot than a ski. Testers said that “it likes 
to pivot” underfoot, making it a real machine in tight trees 
and new snow, where you can get up to speed — and shut 
‘er down — very quickly.

e. PowSki
L: 181   D: 132-102-120
$: 725   Stoke: 6
With a full-length maple core, Aramid fiber damping 
in the tip and tail and Durasurf sintered bases, Unity’s 
PowSki rides a bit differently than the offerings from other 
companies. Unity is a snowboard company first and 
foremost and this ski borrows characteristics you’d expect 
from a single plank. “Pivots easily” and “a very smeary 
ski” were two comments. If you like to skid and smear your 
turns, you’ll like these skis. But the PowSki’s inability to 
hook up and carve railroad tracks on the groomers cost it 
stoke points with testers.

a. b. c. d. e.
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VoLkL 
volkl.com
Drawing upon its rich racing heritage and 
constant R&D, Volkl holds its standards high when it 
comes to attention to detail and the time and effort 
put into its ski design. Consequently, Volkl always 
produces some of the best skis on the market and 
plenty of its skis are ranked high on our stoke 
meter this year. Highlights for 2008 include dual-
layer wood cores in many models, which make 
for lighter skis that flex more consistently, and 
Volkl’s new “armed edge” technology, which adds 
strength and durability for when you hit rocks or 
bonk rails.

a. Sumo
L: 175, 190   D: 150-125-142
$1,000   Stoke: 7.5
The Sumo shouldn’t be your daily driver, it’s much 
too big and fat for that. The Sumo is for those 
special deep days where it “gets up to speed like 
a bat out of Hell” and “effortlessly turns on any 
kind of terrain.” If you are looking for a pow ski to 
add to your quiver and have the cash, you can’t 
go wrong with the Sumo.

b. Katana
L: 168, 176, 183, 190, 197   D: 140-111-130
$975  Stoke: 9
New for 2008, this ski is billed by Volkl as a 
“powder-only weapon.” It is true that the ski “rules 
powder like an ancient warrior!” but the Katana 
is, according to testers, much more than a pure 
pow ride. “The most stable and responsive big-
mountain ski ever,” raved one. “These things are 
SICK,” said another, “I skied them in nasty wind 
crust and they even made that fun.” If you are a 
big-mountain aficionado, the Katana is one of the 
best offerings out there.

c. Gotama
L: 168, 176, 183, 190   D: 133-105-124
$795   Stoke: 8
With Volkl’s dual-layer sensorwood core for 
lightness and consistent flex, the Gotama is one of 
the most versatile and fun skis for 2008. This is a 
ski that “works well everywhere” and is “fast and 
lively.” At 105 mm under foot, it’s “big enough to 
stomp your landings” yet still “supple through tight 
trees.” If you ski everywhere and want a one-ski 
quiver, this is a very solid choice for 2008.

d. Mantra
L: 170, 177, 184, 191   D: 133-96-116
$795   Stoke: 7.5
If you live on the East Coast but take a trip or two 
out West each season, the Mantra could be your 
ski. The ski is “fast and solid on groomers” and 
“handles hardpack and rough chop with ease.” 
The footprint of the ski is “fat enough for pow and 
crud” but also makes the ski “very quick from 
edge to edge.” It’s a solid offering from Volkl.

e. Aura
L: 156, 163, 170, 177   D: 130-94-113
$795   Stoke: 8.5
With two sheets of titanium and a full sensorwood 
core, this is one of the beefiest – if not the beefiest 
– women-specific ski in the freeride big-mountain 
category for 2008. Needless to say, our testers 
loved it. “Holds an edge everywhere and can 
handle everything,” raved one. “Rad on the 
steeps and in the crud,” and “for a ripping chick 
who likes to blow the boys off the mountain”  were 
a few comments from testers. If you are an expert 
skier and you want the best tool for the trade, the 
Aura is it.

f. Bridge
L: 161, 169, 177, 185   D: 130-92-112
$: 695   Stoke: 8
Jumps: 7  Pipe: 5
Playfulness: 4 All-Mtn: 9.5
This ski absolutely slayed it when it came to all-
mountain performance. As one well-versed tester 
said, “This ski is the shit if you’re looking for an 
all-mountain destroyer and occasionally want to 
dabble in the park.” This ski definitely “bridges” 
the gap between park and big-mountain skiing. 
It’s big enough under foot and plenty stiff to hold 
up well all over the place, yet isn’t going to hinder 
your performance of basic park moves.

g. Wall
L: 161, 169, 177, 185   D: 115-87-115
$: 600   Stoke: 8
Jumps: 9  Pipe: 8
Playfulness: 8 All-Mtn: 8
The top-notch construction and durability one has 
come to expect from Volkl have been focused on 
a strict park ski in the Wall and the results couldn’t 
have been more favorable. The Wall has a 
completely new, fully symmetrical twin-tip design 
that registered as a strong favorite amongst 
testers. The dimensions were “spot-on” according 
to one tester and another said, “the Wall skis very 
well outside of the park, but the park is home to 
the Wall.”

h. Ledge
L: 148, 158, 168, 178   D: 111-81-104
$: 450   Stoke: 6.75
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 7
Playfulness: 7 All-Mtn: 7
The Ledge’s smaller size and soft flex made this 
a great “intro park ski” according to many of our 
testers. Being skinnier, it was playful and more 
forgiving on landings, but it lacked the energy 
of the Wall. It wasn’t as stable at high speeds but 
tooled around the park well for its smaller size.

i. Pearl
L: 148, 158, 168, 178   D: 111-81-104
$: 695   Stoke: 8
Jumps: 8  Pipe: 8.5
Playfulness: 9.5 All-Mtn: 7
Volkl’s women’s park offering, the Pearl, was very 
responsive and lightweight, perfect for smaller 
women looking for a sturdy and solid park ski. It 
features Volkl’s vertical sidewalls, which help it 
hold an edge on higher-speed carves. This is the 
kind of ski any girl can jump on and be instantly 
comfortable with.

tim russell
Volkl Wall Skis

Tecnica Agent 120 Boots

Marker Jester Bindings

Scott Alias Goggles

Giv Andrew Jacket 

Giv Andrew Pants

Level Classic Mitt Gloves 

Giv Travelers Collection Tee Shirt

colby West 

Volkl Wall Skis

Tecnica Agent 100 Boots

Marker Jester Bindings

Smith Phenom Goggles

Sunice JFC Pro Jacket

Sunice JFC Pro Pants

Level Explorer Mitt Gloves

Joystick Spicolli Poles

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i.
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TO:  All Operatives

FROM:   SAC, Tecnica USA

SUBJECT: The Agent 120

KNOWN ASSOCIATES: INGRID BACKSTROM, DASH LONGE, COLBY WEST, TIM RUSSELL, 

ASHLEY BATTERSBY, CHRIS COLLINS, DYLAN HOOD, MICHELLE PARKER, GRETE ELIASEN

BORN:  To rip   

VITALS: 98mm, 120 flex, shock absorbing 
zeppa, dual cuff leanage, flex tweaking 
capabilities, alu platinum zirconium 
ionized closure system.

OBSERVATIONS: A tenacious boot that holds 
tight in all conditions. This versatile asset 
is equally adept at ripping backcountry lines, 
launching big air, or leading urban missions.

A new series of 4 boots - known 
only as AGENT 120, AGENT 100, AGENT 
80 and AGENT 65 - has infiltrated 
the US Freeskiing scene.

Pep Fujas            BORN: 11/22/82  

BIRTHPLACE:     Puntarenas, Costa Rica

KNOWN RESIDENCES:    Mt. Ashland, OR & Salt Lake City, UT

NEXT SIGHTING:    Poor Boyz: Idea

OBSERVATIONS: Dreamed of exploring exotic islands with hot 
babes in bikinis. Reality was an inland farm with tractor. 
School, sports, girls, mischief, film, travel, surfing keeps 
him elusive and on the move.
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bindings 
a. salomon sTH 16
salomonsports.com     $475
Salomon’s S-series bindings have long been a 
favorite among park and all-mountain skiers. 
The big change this year is Salomon ditching 
the S914 model and instead producing two op-
tions: The STH 12 and the STH 16. To compen-
sate for the loss of the mid-model, Salomon 
has made one major and important change: It 
made the STH 16 lighter. Now suitable not only 
for top-level experts, the STH 16 is a reasonable 
binding for all advanced skiers. One of the top 
bindings just got better, making it this year’s 
Editor’s Pick.

e. Marker Jester/duke
markerusa.com     $400 ($500 for Duke)
Marker is hoping to “significantly change the 
binding category today” with its new Jester and 
Duke bindings. Based on the same new tech-
nology, both the Jester and Duke bring a new 
look to bindings. The Jester is designed specifi-
cally for the pipe and park. A low stand height, 
a DIN rating up to 16 and wide contact points 
for solid power transfer make this binding ideal 
for shredding the park and the rest of the moun-
tain. The Jester is rounded out by a level stand-
ing position and a concentrated swing weight, 
making spinning feel natural. The Duke has all 
the same traits as the Jester, but is an alpine 
touring binding made for skinning. Check out 
our backcountry gear section on page 82 for 
more info on the Duke.

Words: Matt Harvey

b. 4FRnT deadbolt 816
4frnt.com     $340 

c. Fischer X17
fischerskis.com     $325

d. Rossignol Axial2 Free 
rossignol.com     $400

a.

e.

b.

a.

c.

d.
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boots
a. dalbello iL Moro 
dalbellosports.com     $700
The Il Moro from Dalbello is one of the coolest looking boots on 
the market and is chock full of signature Dalbello innovative 
technologies. The buckle on the cuff employs a slap ratchet 
closure system that allows you to adjust the tightness of the top 
of the boot in smaller increments than standard boot buckles. 
The band itself is wide and flexible helping to minimize shin 
bang. The L.D. Thermo liners are light, warm and moldable, 
using a custom heating procedure. The Il Moro comes with two 
interchangeable tongues, which can change the flex of the in-
ner boot to either stiff or medium. The full-length, anti-shock 
footbed helps dampen landings and keep you comfortable. If 
that’s not enough to convince you this is a quality freeride boot, 
it’s also the boot of choice of Tanner Hall.

booster strap 
say goodbye to shin bang
The Booster Strap is the ultimate accessory for 
those who suffer from shin bang and are looking 
for a remedy from constant, painful black and 
blue shins. A Booster Strap replaces the traditional 
Velcro strap that comes stock on most ski boots 
with a thick elastic strap with a buckle that won’t 
loosen as the day wears on.  

In terms of performance, the Booster Strap allows 

a skier to get more response out of their boot and 
ski. “The Booster Strap makes a carve easier to 
facilitate and hold,” says founder and president of 
Booster Strap, Ray Fougere. “That directly relates to 
pipe skiing. It allows an athlete to pick up a carve 
sooner into the transition.”

Fougere guarantees those who try it will like it so 
much, he will refund money to anyone who calls 
him and tells him they didn’t notice an immediate 
improvement in the feel of their skiing. 

“No one has ever called me,” he says.

Three Booster Strap models are available: the 
Intermediate ($27.95), the Expert ($38.95) and the 
World Cup ($41.95).

b. Atomic Hawk 100
atomicsnow.com     $725

c. dalbello Lotus Ls
dalbellosports.com     $450

d. Head dream Thang 12
head.com     $600

e. Head Mojo XP HF Pro
head.com     $750

f. Lange Trouble Maker
langeusa.com     $680

g. Lange Freeride 110
langeusa.com     $700

h. Fischer X one-Twenty
fischerskis.com     $575

i. Full Tilt bumble bee Pro
fulltiltskibootco.com     $575 boot Fitting 101

The choice of which ski boots to wear and where 
to go to have them customized is the most critical 
part of your equipment equation. This is where you 
want to spend your hard-earned money and take 
the time to find a boot technician who listens to you 
and has the knowledge and skill to fit your boot.

Asking around to find out where the top boot 
shops are in your town, what they carry and how 
knowledgeable they are regarding their product 
is like doing a “recon” mission of a new slopestyle 
course — take it all in.

Choosing the right boot is the most important de-
tail and is what a good boot fitter will help you fig-
ure out. It’s easy to choose the boot of your favorite 
pro, but be careful, his or her foot may not be quite 
like yours. The obvious place to start is the length 
and width of your foot. A good boot fitter should be-
gin by measuring your foot with a Branock tool or 
some other measuring device to get an accurate 
reading of your foot and also to get a look at your 
feet and see how you balance yourself.

Besides length and width of your foot, boot 
techs should make other observations about you: 
whether your feet roll down and in (pronate/flat 
foot) or roll out (supinate/foot with arch). Do your 

feet point in (adduction) or out (abduction)? How 
much movement do you have in your ankle joint 
(dorsal/plantar flexion)? They should also know 
the volume of your foot and the length of your 
arch. Along with this information, a boot tech 
should also know how your foot, lower leg shaft 
(tibia/fibula), upper leg shaft (femur) and hips 
align. All this information will ultimately affect 
how he or she chooses a boot, type of footbed 
and how they will fabricate the footbed. All boot 
manufacturers design boots slightly differently 
and boot fitters will know which model will best 
fit your type of foot.

Once the footbed is built, the boot fitter will then 
go on to alignment of the cuff, balance, tracking 
and canting of the boot specifically for you. This is 
a critical stage that is often missed by sub-par fit-
ters, and truly affects performance and comfort. 

Start asking questions now and seeking out the 
best shops and boot technicians. These folks get 
busy starting in September and don’t stop ‘till the 
bears come out in spring.

-Dano Bruno has been fitting boots for over 25 years. He 
has done boot work for skiers such as Tanner Hall, TJ Schiller, 
Grete Eliassen and Toby Dawson.

j. Full Tilt Lady
fulltiltskibootco.com     $525

k. nordica supercharger ignition
nordica.com     $595

l. Rossi bandit b squad Carbon
rossignol.com     $800

m. Rossi Electra E 14
rossignol.com     $590

n. Roxy black Magic
roxy.com     $630

o. salomon sPK Kreation
salomon-sports.com     $435

p. Tecnica The Agent 120
tecnicausa.com     $825

q. Tecnica Attiva Pro
tecnicausa.com     $675

b.

a.

f.

c.

g.

d.

h.

e.

i.

j.

n.

k.

o.

l.

p.

m.

q.

Words: Dano Bruno

Words: Nicole Birkhold
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Apple iPhone
apple.com     $599 for the 8 GB model     Carrier: AT&T 
Here it is, folks, the product of your dreams: the iPhone. The 
tech magicians at Apple have been busy cramming absurd 
amounts of features into this must-have device. The initial 
sticker shock may send you running for the hills; however, 
the ability to play music, movies, surf the internet, chat with 
friends and make phone calls all on the same device makes 
the money spent worth it. The only thing that is better than 
that hefty feature list is that it runs a version of Apple’s rock-
solid OS X operating system. This means you can expect 
an interface that looks smoother than glass with its fancy 
transitions, smooth fonts and fast response. Expect people 
to beg, borrow and steal just to get one of these babies in 
their hands. But, like most good things there is a catch. The 
iPhone is exclusively on AT&T (Cingular) and requires a two-
year contract and a pricey data plan. Surely that is a small 
price to pay for every techno-weenie’s dream gadget, and 
this may be the only phone that will ever get you chicks.

AppleTV
apple.com      $399 for the 160 GB model
Tired of watching TV shows and movies you’ve been buying 
from the iTunes music store on your computer? I know I am. 
AppleTV fixes all of that! Simply plug the device into your 
HDTV, follow some really simple setup instructions and 
PRESTO, all your iTunes content synchronizes to your HDTV. 
Music, photos, downloaded TV shows, Freeskier podcasts 
and movies are all there for your viewing pleasure. Create 
a home media server of your favorite ski flicks, pics and 
songs that you can easily show off to an audience of jealous 
onlookers. There are, however, a few shortcomings with 
AppleTV. First up, you’re going to need an HDTV. Standard 
definition ones aren’t compatible. Also, you can’t buy content 
from iTunes through the AppleTV, you’ve still got to use your 
computer for that. These are just two minor problems to 
an overall sweet device that should find its way into your 
entertainment center.

Microsoft Zune
zune.net     $299
People don’t give the Zune enough credit. It’s a great portable 
media device and a worthy alternative to the iPod. The Zune 
comes jam-packed with more tricks than a seedy Detroit 
street corner; some that even Apple’s portable player can’t 
claim to do. It plays music (naturally), allows you to watch 
videos, listen to FM radio and comes equipped with a real 
nifty trick that allows you to wirelessly send songs to other 
Zune players over Wi-Fi. Of course, it wouldn’t be a Microsoft 
device without some hideously cumbersome catch: The 
songs you swap to other users can only be played three 
times, then they become as useful as ice skates in hell. But 
hey, it’s still a good idea and a neat way to share music that 
will most likely be improved upon in the future.

Words: Digital David Amirault



see life through this lens

partnering with the best filmmakers  

In-stores this 2007/2008 season.   For more Studio411 films log on to www.studio411.com

Idea (Poor Boyz Productions) Yeah Dude 
(Poor Boyz Productions)

Save (Pléhouse Films)

Believe (Tanner Hall) A New Dawn (H3O Films)Seven Sunny Days 
(Matchstick Productions)

Freeskiers_Studio411:01  7/24/07  9:09 AM  Page 1
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Helio ocean
helio.com     Price with new plan: $295
It’s a phone, but don’t dare call it one. Helio’s latest offering, The 
Ocean, is a texter’s delight. This gizmo has something never 
before seen in a phone: two sliding entry pads. Slide the phone 
vertically and a number pad snaps out to dial phone numbers. 
Push the phone horizontally and reveal a full QWERTY keyboard! 
Typing text messages on a 9-digit keypad is so 2006. Since you’ll 
be firing off texts faster than ever, you’ll be thankful that Helio 
includes unlimited text and pix messaging to any network with the 
standard plan. Also, this baby isn’t some one-trick pony. Out of the 
box you can surf the internet, utilize GPS location services, check 
e-mail, play games and wirelessly download music from Helio’s 
massive music store. They’ve also thrown in all the features you’d 
expect from any cell phone, like a two megapixel shooter with a 
flash, speakerphone and headphone jack.

garmin Forerunner 305
garmin.com     $325
Do you have a friend who claims everything about his ski day? 
Tired of listening to him go on and on about getting 25,000+ feet of 
vertical in a single outing? Think he’s completely full of crap? Strap 
the Garmin Forerunner 305 to his wrist and fire it up. This amazing 
GPS receiver tracks everything one could ever want to know about 
a day on the slopes. Best of all, at the end of the day, you can 
plug it into your computer via USB to charge and sync information 
to your computer, showing you exactly how many vertical feet 
per day you skied, how fast you were going, your average heart 
rate and how many miles you traveled. If that wasn’t enough, you 
can subscribe to MotionBased, an online website that takes the 
tracking information from the Forerunner and overlays the data 
onto Google Maps for archiving all of your adventures. If you are a 
skier, runner, hiker or biker this is a must have accessory. Garmin 
is going to have to pry this test unit from my cold, dead hands.

nikon d40
nikonusa.com     $599
Ready to ditch the point-and-shoot and move over to a D-SLR 
camera? Don’t want to spend an arm and a leg on photo 
equipment? If you answered yes to either question you should 
immediately purchase this camera. Nikon’s D40 is an affordable 
way into D-SLR photography and the ultimate stepping stone from 
your film body or point and shoot. This six megapixel shooter 
allows you to fire off 2.5 frames a second and is compatible with 
hundreds of lenses, meaning that when you’re ready to move onto 
a bigger and better camera body, your lenses can come with you. 
At just $599, grab one and get the shot of you and your buddies in 
the park, backcountry or bar.

Canon 30d
canonusa.com     $1399
Want to shoot photos like the real-deal superstars? This is a step in 
the right direction. Canon’s 30D is an essential tool for those who 
want to get the shot without breaking the bank on a full-frame 
camera. Expect vibrant colors and true-to-life photos with Canon’s 
Digic II image sensor. Shoot professional sequences at five frames 
per second with up to 30 photos per sequence! Don’t worry about 
schlepping dozens of pounds of gear with you as this baby keeps 
it light with its magnesium-based body. Best of all, since you’re 
saving a bit of money on the camera body, you can splurge on 
some sweet lenses. Now all you’ve got to do is worry about minor 
details like which pro to shoot.
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bELiEVE
Follow Tanner Hall and crew around the world in his latest ski film 
Believe. Watch Tanner, Seth Morrison, Kye Petersen, Sean Pettit, Callum 
Pettit, Anthony Boronowski, Ian Provo, Dan Treadway, CR Johnson 
and more as they take skiing to a level unlike anything you’ve seen 
before. Believe takes you from sessions in chest-deep, blower pow 
at Mt. Baker to cat time in Retallack, British Columbia. The journey 
continues to pick up major speed through Whistler, BC, then on to a 
massive roadside session in Japan. The crew then mashes the all-
time dirtiest pillows in Mica and continues north to Haines, Alaska, as 
Seth Morrison throws a 150-foot double front flip to stomp! Believe is 
the new standard in ski films; don’t get left behind. 

REALTiME LEVEL 1 PRoduCTions  level1productions.com
Six months of skiing action. Lots of snow. Weeks of rain. Sun. Clouds. 
Fog. Blue skies. Unforgiving concrete. Untracked landings. Low 
pressure. High fives. Triple kinks. Double grabs. Too much speed. Not 
enough gas. Under-rotated. Over-tweaked. A chronological portrayal 
of the trials, tribulations, and triumphs of the ‘06-‘07 season exactly 
as it happened. Level 1 brings you Realtime. Directed by award-
winning filmmaker Josh Berman and shot in hi-def across the globe, 
Realtime captures the season as it unfolds for a crew of the biggest 
names and best up-and-coming talent in skiing. In a winter quite 
unlike any other to date, Level 1 throws down a fresh new format with 
their trademark style, and nothing short of the best cinematography 
in action sports filmmaking.

YEAH dudE PooR boYZ PRoduCTions  poorboyz.com
If you’re a Poor Boyz fan, you’ve probably noticed PBP’s movies follow 
a formula: The world’s best riders + sick locations + sick action – 
filler = the best ski movie of the year. PBP’s 2007 release, Yeah Dude, 
follows the Poor Boyz tradition of scintillating action, and sending 
crews to all points of the globe to capture the year’s best skiing. But 
when it came time to assemble the pieces, PBP started expanding its 
repertoire. Once the snow melted, many of Yeah Dude’s athletes and 
crew members visited the Poor Boyz studios to give candid accounts 
of their seasons. The result is a much more intimate portrait of the 
Poor Boyz crew than you’re used to, but without any consequent lulls 
in the action. Yeah Dude gives you all the skiing action you expect 
from PBP. 

idEA PooRboYZ And ERiC ibERg  filmtheidea.com
Idea is a ski film conceived by three of the most innovative skiers in 
the world. Andy Mahre, Pep Fujas and Eric Pollard wanted to not only 
do something different on skis, but to create something different in 
ski films as well. They linked up with filmmaker Eric Iberg to direct 
their project as well as two others to film: long time friend and filmer 
Justin Wiegan and Matt Schwagler, friend and filmer of Andy Mahre. 
The Idea crew is also composed of some of the best photographers 
and musicians involved in the industry today. Chris Stolz has come 
in to create a complete original soundtrack for the film along with 
dancehall artist Cali P who will be contributing two original songs. 
Idea will be an original, refreshing and timeless look at the sport of 
skiing through three individual minds. 

LosT And Found TETon gRAViTY REsEARCH  tetongravity.com
From industry leader Teton Gravity Research comes a must-have 
cinematic epic. Shot on 16mm and in hi-def, Lost And Found is the 
story of the extraordinary season of 2007 as seen through the eyes of 
world-class skiers and snowboarders. With global drought persisting 
and ski resorts closing around the world, athletes are forced to follow 
the snow, sending them deep into the uncharted north country of 
Alaska and Canada. Filmed almost entirely in North America, Lost 
And Found is a testament to terrain and conditions that only exist 
in the Western Hemisphere. This film will take you into the vast, 
unexplored Tordrillo Mountains of Alaska, proving that some of the 
best big-mountain riding in the world is still completely undiscovered. 
Athletes take advantage of the bountiful winter in British Columbia, hit 
disturbing park features in Aspen and score over-the-head powder 
pillows at Skeena Heliskiing. The winter of 2007 was feast or famine; 
Lost And Found documents the feast.

sAVE PLEHousE FiLMs  plehouse.com
Global warming is an imminent threat to the world of skiing, one that 
every skier should take interest in preventing. Save attempts to raise 
awareness within the ski industry to this threat and present ways to 
make a difference. With incredible performances by some of the best 
skiers around, Save delivers a ski movie with sick action as well as an 
underlying message about he consequences of global warming.

EnJoY RAgE FiLMs ragefilms.com
Making a ski movie is a constant battle of conditions, terrain and 
travel. Our season began by driving all over the country chasing 
down handrails. As it continued, global warming and inconsistent 
snowfall patterns became our biggest obstacle. This made us quickly 
learn that we had to be on-call, ready to be any place at any time. 
From greasing handrails in New York to finding perfect conditions 
in Alaska, our crew was there at a moment’s notice. It often meant 
waking up at 6 a.m. and digging for hours to build a jump that 
wouldn’t be hit until the following day, or being stuck in AK for days 
on end watching the snow fall, anticipating the moment it clears, only 
having to negotiate slides, lines and exposures that challenged even 
our most seasoned riders. In the end we were rewarded with the most 
technical urban, progressive backcountry and big-mountain lines 
that has redefined skiing for us… Enjoy.

sEVEn sunnY dAYs MATCHsTiCK PRoduCTions mspfilms.com
Seven Sunny Days: Short Stories from a Long Winter is a first-hand 
account of endless days and nights of staggering snowfall and the 
ensuing action when the skies finally cleared. Matchstick Productions 
proudly brings you the best stories of 2007 in this epic new ski film, 
while following the most talented skiers in the world as they search 
for deep snow, big kickers and the experience of a lifetime. Starring 
Mark Abma, Simon Dumont, Sammy Carlson, Jon Olsson, TJ Schiller, 
Sarah Burke, Eric Hjorleifson, Colby West, CR Johnson and many, 
many more, this year’s Matchstick film is not to be missed. There are 
more double-flips and huge cliffs than you can shake a stick at.

the eight biggest 
Films oF the year
With movie companies in full swing, holed 
up in the edit studio at press time, we didn’t 
have these films on hand to give them real 
reviews. So here, instead, is the low-down on 

each movie, straight from producers’ mouths. 
Whatever the pitch from the producers, one 
thing is for certain: These will be the biggest, 
baddest, bestest movies of the year.

go to freeskier.com/trailertime to see 
all of these trailers before buying!

sTRAigHT FRoM THE PRoduCERs’ MouTHs
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One of the perks of working for a ski magazine is hav-
ing all the product in the world mailed to your desk 
with or without asking for it. Everything shows up here 
at the Freeskier office, from children’s Learn-to-Read 
books to whacky inventions that never make it past 
concept, to the greatest and most anticipated gear 
coming out next season. Each product is filed away 
in our storage room, and when it comes time to dial 
in the Buyer’s Guide, the feast begins.

Our editors make up a wide range of skier types 
and the gear we each choose is picked accord-
ingly. Although fights did erupt when it was time to 
choose some items, we settled down just long enough 
to take a photo of each of our dream setups, write 
some words about why we chose them, and put them 
right here for you to see, in a setting that represents  
our personalities. 

So without further ado: the dream setups chosen by 
skiers who can pick whatever they want. Enjoy.

editor matt HarVeY
With all sorts of traveling to do each year, high-quality, light gear is the name of the game. 
That’s why I choose the Salomon Thrusters with the new, lighter Salomon STH 16 binding for 
park days and the Fat-ypus D-Sender for powder days. My do-it-all boot is the Salomon SPK 
Pro due to its comfort for long days on the hill and lightness for long days on trains, planes 
and automobiles. To keep warm while looking baller, I rock the Oakley Ultimate jacket and 
Ultimate pant. At the end of the day, I can take my jacket off and still look fantastic with the 
Oakley Acid Rain layer. I protect what my optometrist calls my “fair eyes” with the Electric 
Lead glasses off the hill and the Oakley Crowbar goggles on the hill. To keep the soft skin on 
my hands dry and warm, I wear the Hestra Vertical Cut Freeride gloves. To carry my camera 
equipment around the hill without it pushing me around, I rock the Dakine Mission Photo pack, 
and top the whole setup off with the sickest watch ever, the Skullcandy Bully MP3 watch.

Dream kits tHe editors take tHeir pick
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publisHer cHristopHer Jerard
I’ve been a fan of the Gotama for years, but the new, fatter Katana has replaced it as my ski of 
choice, mounted up with the Marker Duke, and if I want to go to the backcountry, the Duke will 
help me get around. The toe piece swallows the front of your boot entirely. It might be mental, but 
I swear you can feel the difference in the connection between the ski and boot. For firmer, on-piste 
days, the Armada Pipe Cleaner is an awesome all-around ski, which I mounted with the Rossignol 
Scratch 140 Ti.

I skied the Nordica Supercharger Ignition boot on everything from heli-access terrain in Alaska 
to frozen pipe conditions at Breckenridge. The Armada poles with a grip that feels like a BMX bike 
round out the set-up.

For outerwear, I rock the Spyder Godfather jacket and Orage Jam Tweed pant. They are 
technical enough to take anywhere and ridiculously stylish at the same time. Underneath, I’ve got 
the Quiksilver Sticker Job sweater which is simple, warm and looks cool.

I have a narrow face, which is usually a problem for me when it comes to goggles. The Anon 
Realm goggles, though, are a perfect fit, making sure no wind gets in. The Oakley Twitch shades 
are a good choice for classy — not too flashy — shades. The Seth Morrisson Pro glove from Hestra 
is burly, warm and endorsed by the gnarliest big-mountain skier of our generation, making it a 
simple choice. The R.E.D. Hi-Fi helmet is a great choice with its audio capability. The Dakine Heli 
Pro is great both on and off the mountain.

editor-at-large
tOm WiNter
The Eider XD jacket has pit zips, Eider’s durable 
Defender fabric and a removable inner jacket that 
allows it to convert to a shell. The best part is the trendy 
Euro faux fur collar (removable) so you can hang at the 
disco. The Eider Boost pant adds some color to the kit.

Blizzard’s IQ Argos is a great inbounds ski, solid 
enough to handle hardpack and chop, and the Duke 
binding from Marker, which is integrated into the ski, 
allows for quick out-of-bounds jaunts. For pow days, 
and skiing out of bounds, the Liberty Helix is one of the 
best skis of the year. In fact, it might just be the best all 
around ski ever. Mounted with some Dukes, the Helix is 
incredibly versatile.

The first plastic boot ever made is still the best. The 
Lange Freeride 130 has the performance of a race 
boot but is comfortable enough to hike in. Scott always 
makes the best poles and goggles and the P4 pole and 
Motive goggle are no exceptions.

For lugging camera gear and slaying the 
backcountry at the same time, Dakine’s Sequence 
pack is far and away the best. Also necessary for 
the backcountry is safety gear. Backcountry Access’ 
Carbon 260 probe, Traverse shovel and Tracker DTS 
beacon are the standards in the industry. Finally, there 
are some things money can’t buy. Like this cool beanie 
from Telluride’s free box. Every time I wear it, my head 
itches like crazy. But it sure looks cool.
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pHoto editor
JaY miCHeLFeLDer  
As a photographer, I choose gear based solely on it facilitates working 
on the snow. And with 100-plus pounds of camera gear that I bring on 
trips, I need everything I use to be versatile so I can pack light and avoid 
overweight baggage charges. 

I ride the Volkl Gotamas with Marker’s new Jester binding because I 
can have them as the only skis in my bag and know they can handle 
powder, groomers and ice. On the rare occasion that I have room for two 
pairs, I bring along the Dumont’s with a Salomon STH 16 for cruising and 
taking park runs. My Rossignol Bandit boots are stiff enough for skiing 
deep pow, and comfortable enough to wear for a 14-hour day of shooting.  
    I wear the Under Armour Carve jacket because it’s warm, light and the 
vents on the collar allow me to breath without fogging up the viewfinder on 
my camera. I pair it with the Spyder Godfather Pants just because they’re 
so damn nice. The Quiksilver Basic Trick sweater goes under everything 
for an extra layer of warmth, but it’s nice enough to wear out the the bar 
at night. 

Level’s Rexford Trigger Mitts keep my hands warm but still give me a 
finger to trip my shutter. I wear Electric’s new, wider EG1 goggles while 
on the hill and off I rock the Spy Strato glasses. The SkullCandy Link pack 
holds my precious MacBook so I can stay up-to-date with my Facebook 
profile and keeps my Bright Eyes going from sun up to sun down.
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FREESKIER TV WAS AT    
THE SKI TOUR PARTY   
WITH TOMMY LEE. 
WERE YOU?

FREESKIER TV WAS AT    FREESKIER TV WAS AT    FREESKIER TV WAS AT    FREESKIER TV WAS AT    
THE SKI TOUR PARTY   THE SKI TOUR PARTY   THE SKI TOUR PARTY   THE SKI TOUR PARTY   
WITH TOMMY LEE. WITH TOMMY LEE. WITH TOMMY LEE. WITH TOMMY LEE. 
WERE YOU?WERE YOU?WERE YOU?WERE YOU?

GET BEHIND-THE-SCENES AT ALL THE YEAR’S BEST EVENTS ON 
FREESKIER TV. COMING TO NATIONWIDE TELEVISION ON RSN THIS FALL.

Photo: David Am
irault
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associate editor
NiCOLe BirkHOLD
Choosing skis is a little bit like choosing your friends; you want 
them to be reliable, easy to get along with and help you look 
good. That’s why, when assembling my gear for the year, I 
chose the Volkl Auras with the Marker Jester and the Armada 
ARW’s with the Salomon STH 12 for my respective powder 
and park set-ups. The Aura’s are incredibly stable and the 
ARWs are the most responsive skis I’ve ever ridden. The 
Lange Freeride 110 is super comfortable and the low-volume 
design helps me feel closer to the snow. The Scott Riot poles 
and Giro’s Encore helmet round out the hardgood essentials. 
 The Roxy Eden one-piece keeps me waterproof and 
looking good, especially when paired with the Oakley 
Stockholm goggles for on-the-mountain eye protection. The 
Electric Gauge sunglasses get subbed in for the après scene 
when getting my shine on. Layering is important, seeing as 
how I’m always cold, and the Oakley For Tomorrow jacket fits 
the bill perfectly. Level’s Type Mitt also helps my little hands 
stay warm while out in the elements. 

When trekking to the mountain, I need a carrying device 
so I load up the Dakine Heli Pro with assorted necessities like 
water, granola bars, my ipod and the 
Skullcandy Ti headphones. 
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Photo: Christopher Jerard
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mattias Fredriksson:  
I don’t shoot too many sequences because 
as a photographer, you have to shoot the 
angle for a good sequence, which isn’t 
always a good angle for a single-frame 
photo. Since Jon came up with double flips, 
it’s natural to shoot them as a sequence to 
show people what is happening in the trick. 
We were at Mt. Hood Meadows, and they 
helped build a jump for Jon. They are al-
ways so supportive and willing to help out, 
which we appreciate. Jon is always super 
keen on making sure things look good for 
the filmers. It’s refreshing to see that he is 
still on top of the game, even being one of 
the oldest freeride and jib guys.   

Jon olsson: 
This trick is a switch double rodeo, or a 
hexo-flip. My favorite trick to do is probably 
a switch 540, and this is kind of like a switch 
double 540. I like skiing backwards more 
than forwards, and that is one of the few 
doubles that I think is possible to do switch.  
I remember looking at magazines before I 
was pro and I wanted to see the new tricks in 
sequences to really see what was going on. 
I figured there were some kids that wanted 
to see a sequence of my new double so we 
shot to get one. I’m just getting over the idea 
that I can do them, and I have to fight with 
that every time I try one. I have to give 110 
percent focus. Once you realize it’s possible, 
it gets a lot easier. I am extremely gratified 
to get this shot because when you are doing 
the trick, you aren’t always focused on the 
filming or photos.

#%*&@!
Jon olsson’s new double Flip
Welcome to our newest department, #%*&@!. Check back each issue for the 
gnarliest action from around the world. Get the inside scoop on what went 
down in the words of those who took part, such as Jon’s never-before-seen switch  
double flip in this issue!

Photo: Christopher Jerard
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billY poole
Jackson Hole, wY
Welcome back to everyone’s favorite  
department for the biggest and ballsiest 
drops of the year.  We figured we’d start 
the season off right with this beauty from 
Billy Poole at Jackson Hole. Apparently, 
Billy was in the air for so long that by 
the time he hit the ground the sun had 
set completely and he landed in total  
darkness. At least that’s the story heard 
at the bar that night.
Photo: Will Wissman
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